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Tämä pro gradu -tutkielma tutkii kanban-menetelmän hyödyntämistä 

kaksilaatikkonimikkeiden operatiivisessa ostoprosessissa ja tehdään tapaustutkimuksena 

kohdeyritykselle. Tutkimuksen tavoitteena on kasvattaa tehokkuutta kohdeyrityksessä 

liittyen kaksilaatikkonimikkeiden täydentämiseen ja käyttöön. Menetelmä toteutettiin 

yhdessä kohdeyrityksen tehtaissa.  

 

Sekä kvalitatiivisia, että kvantitatiivisia tutkimusmenetelmiä hyödynnetään tutkimuksessa. 

Havainnot ovat pääasiallinen kvalitatiivinen metodi, kun taas kvantitatiivista dataa saadaan 

analysoitavaksi kohdeyrityksen toiminnanohjausjärjestelmästä. Molemmat tutkimusmetodit 

auttavat kartoittamaan kohdeyrityksen nykytilaa. Teoreettisessa viitekehyksessä käydään 

läpi käsitteitä ostosta, varastonhallinasta ja kanbanista, jotta voidaan muodostaa 

kokonaisvaltainen kuva tutkimukselle olennaisista aiheista. 

 

Tutkimus kohdeyrityksen nykytilasta koskien kaksilaatikkonimikkeiden käyttöä ja 

täydentämistä auttoi tunnistamaan kriittiset kehityskohteet. Kehityshankkeen tulokset 

viittaavat siihen, että kanbanin käyttöönotto lisäsi tehokkuutta sekä 

kaksilaatikkonimikkeiden operatiivisessa ostossa, että niiden käytössä. Tulokset perustuvat 

päivittäin kaksilaatikkonimikkeiden parissa työskentelevien kohdeyrityksen työntekijöiden 

subjektiiviseen palautteeseen.  

 

Tuloksia analysoimalla voidaan tehdä johtopäätös, että toteutus oli menestys. Tässä 

tutkimuksessa noudatetut vaiheet sekä luodut mallit ja ohjeet antavat kohdeyritykselle 

mahdollisuuden ottaa kanban-menetelmä käyttöön myös muissa tehtaissa, jos he niin 

haluavat. 
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This master’s thesis researches implementing kanban in the operational purchasing process 

of two bin items and is conducted as a case study in a case company. The objective of the 

research is to increase performance in the case company from the perspective of purchasing 

and usage of two-bin items. The implementation is carried out in one of the case company’s 

factories.  

 

Both qualitative and quantitative research methods are used. Observations are the main 

qualitative method whereas quantitative data is extracted and analyzed from the case 

company enterprise resource planning system. Both of these research methods help in 

mapping out the current state in the case company. Theoretical framework is provided of the 

topics of purchasing, inventory management and kanban for a comprehensive view of the 

relevant subject areas for the research.  

 

Investigating the current state of the case company regarding the usage and replenishment 

of two-bin items help in identifying crucial targets for development. Results of the 

development project suggest that the implementation of kanban increased performance both 

in the operational purchasing of two-bin items as well as in the usage of them. These results 

are based on subjective feedback from the employees of the case company involved daily 

with two-bin items.  

 

By analyzing the results, a conclusion is drawn that the implementation was a success. The 

steps followed in this research along with templates and guidelines created enable the case 

company to implement kanban in their other factories as well, should they choose to do so.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

 

Manufacturing companies are always looking for ways to improve production, from process 

improvements to new equipment. One commonly used method is kanban. Literally translated 

to sign or signboard from Japanese, kanban is a visual method of production control involving 

cards or tags that trigger the withdrawal of materials or production of goods (Gross & McInnis 

2003, 1; Rusli, Jaffar, Muhamud-Kayat & Ali 2015). Even though generally related more to 

manufacturing control, kanban can also be used as an effective inventory replenishment 

method (Axsäter 2005, 41), which is what this research is all about. 

 

Kanban will be paired with a two-bin system for the empirical part of the study. A two-bin 

system is a visual inventory control method, where items are stored in two containers, called 

bins. This is a well-known, popular replenishment system for high volume, low cost 

components used in manufacturing (Kanet & Wells 2019, 142-143). 

 

During the research a development project was conducted in which a kanban replenishment 

system was implemented to the two-bin items in one of the factories of the case company. 

An eight-step approach was adopted top guide the implementation process, adapted from the 

work by Gross & McInnis (2003, 8). The goal of the development project was to increase 

performance in the case company for all areas related to two-bin items, namely the usage 

and replenishment processes.  

 

1.1. Background 

 

This research was commissioned by a manufacturing company operating in the metal 

industry, a global leader in their field. The research was commissioned due to a need to 

optimize the purchasing, usage and replenishment of two-bin items used daily in the case 

company. The company has three production facilities in Finland, referred to as Factory 1, 

Factory 2 and Factory 3 in this research, all of which utilize the two-bin system for small 

items. Factories 1 and 2 are located next to each other, with Factory 3 in another location. 

Factory 1 has six shelves of two-bin items, Factory 2 has two and Factory 3 has three. The 

company has adopted many manufacturing process improvements, but little to no attention 

has been given to two-bin items, despite them being used daily in the factories.  
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There is no person employed by the case company whose sole purpose is to take care of the 

two-bin system in the factories. Instead, employees whose main tasks are related to 

warehousing and shipping, are also responsible that the two-bin items are replenished 

regularly so the factories don’t run out of them and production does not suffer a stoppage.  

Because this isn’t the main task of the employees, it needs to be executed in a way that takes 

the least amount of time and least amount of effort, so they can focus on their actual tasks.  

 

1.2. Research questions, objectives and limitations 

 

Kanban has been extensively researched especially as a production control system part of 

the Just-In-Time (JIT) philosophy, but also from an inventory management standpoint as a 

replenishment tool. This research contributes to the latter, providing a study on steps that 

can be taken in order to implement or improve a replenishment process following kanban 

principles. 

 

With the research being a case study and a development project, it is naturally geared more 

towards the individual needs of the case company. However, at the same time it does 

contribute to existing research regarding two-bin kanban systems by investigating the most 

effective way of replenishing the bins and using kanban as a means to optimize inventory 

usage. The research provides a basis on how a successful implementation of a two-bin 

kanban method can positively affect performance in a company, on which future research 

can be based on.  

 

The main research question for the project is: 

• How does the implementation of a kanban replenishment method affect performance 

in the case company? 

 

Sub-questions supporting the main research question are:  

• What is a kanban replenishment method? 

• How to implement a kanban replenishment method? 

• How does the operational purchasing process change in the case company? 
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A successful outcome would mean that the workload of the employees working daily with 

the two-bin system decreases, the work overall becoming easier and the workflow becoming 

more streamlined. The research focuses on the implementation of kanban as a replenishment 

method for two-bin items in the case company. The angle taken is of operational call-off 

ordering of the items and the usage of them in manufacturing.  The study will specifically 

focus on two-bin items, other items will not be taken into consideration, nor will commercial 

elements such as tendering or price negotiations as these elements are not relevant to the 

study. Furthermore, the development project was limited to Factory 1 of the case company 

since it has the most shelves and items and therefore the biggest impact can be made there. 

 

1.3. Research methodology 

 

Theoretical data was gathered from books, research papers and articles written by industry 

experts and established, highly respected and frequently quoted authors. The theoretical 

themes have been extensively researched and have to a large degree, commonly accepted 

definitions and explanations in supply management literature.  

 

For the empirical part of the research, data was gathered with both qualitative and 

quantitative methods. Quantitative research is research based on numeric data, whereas 

qualitative research is using non-numeric data, such as words or images (Saunders, Lewis & 

Thornhill 2016, 165). Both primary and secondary data was used from both forms research. 

Primary data is data collected by researchers themselves specifically for the research project 

and secondary data is already existing data (Eriksson & Kovalainen 2008, 78). Saunders et 

al. (2016) explain how it is problematic to purely categorize a research method to either 

quantitative or qualitative, since a quantitative research method like a survey might require 

open questions to be asked from the respondents, which would be qualitative research. 

Likewise, qualitative research can also be analyzed using quantitative methods.  (Saunders, 

Lewis & Thornhill 2016, 165) 

 

Observations was the main way qualitative research was conducted and was chosen due to 

the developmental nature of the study as the current state of the process in the case company 

needed to be investigated. Saunders et al. (2016) recommend observations as a method of 

data collection if the research questions and objectives are related to what people do. In 
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essence observation is systematically viewing, recording, describing, analysing and 

interpreting people’s behaviour. (Saunders et al. 2016, 354) Observations were made 

according to a guideline by Eriksson and Kovalainen (2008). Attention was paid to what 

happened, action and behaviour, verbal and non-verbal communication as well as what did 

not happen. Furthermore, the observation method described though four dimensions was 

non-participant, non-obtrusive, non-structured observing in a natural setting. (Eriksson & 

Kovalainen 2008, 86, 89) When collecting data through observations, Saunders et al. 

(2016,168) highlight the success of the researcher depending on gaining physical access to 

participants, building rapport and demonstrating sensitivity. Qualitative data was analyzed 

by identifying reoccurring themes and interpreting their meanings.  

 

Quantitative data gathered from the case company’s enterprise resource planning (ERP) 

system. As such, the data is not the traditional kind from e.g. surveying people, but hard data 

related to purchasing prices, volumes, number of purchases, order quantities and similar 

data. This data was analyzed with Microsoft Excel as it provided the best tools for the task, 

such as Pivot tables as well as enabling the presentation of the data in a graphical form.  

 

1.4. Key concept summary 

 

There are three key concept that form the central idea of this research that are purchasing, 

inventory management and kanban. Purchasing is the organizational function responsible 

for acquiring services, materials, parts and supplies a company needs to produce products or 

provide services (Joyce 2006, 202). Inventory management is the management of raw 

materials, works in process, supplies used in operations as well as finished goods companies 

store. (Müller 2011, 1). Kanban as an idea is a part of the Lean methodology and a way to 

implement just-in-time manufacturing and control production. Physically it’s a card or a tag 

that is used to trigger the withdrawal of materials or production of goods, signalling to the 

previous process that more parts are needed. It can also be used as an effective inventory 

replenishment method, especially in a bin system. When items are all used up from a bin, a 

kanban card attached to the bin is pulled and order placed for replenishment according to the 

information the card contains. (Gross & McInnis 2003, 1; Slack et al. 2013, 465; Axsäter 

2015, 41; Patil & Kumar 2018, 51). Together in the context of this research, as well as the 

result of the implementation, make up the conceptual framework illustrated in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. Conceptual framework of the research. 

 

1.5. Outline of the study  

 

The research, structurally, is split into three parts which are the theoretical part, the empirical 

part and the results. The theoretical part of the introduces basics of purchasing, inventory 

management and kanban relevant to the research needed to understand the empirical portion. 

 

The empirical part consists of the current state analysis of the processes in the case company 

and the actual development process conducted during the research. Current state in the case 

company is analysed regarding purchasing in general there and as it specifically relates to 

two-bin items. Then, Kanban implementation and the steps taken to achieve it are explained.  

 

The report concludes with presenting results emerged from the research. Research questions 

are answered, limitations and future research suggestions presented and effects of the 

research for the case company reflected upon.  
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2 PURCHASING 

 

Purchasing is the organizational function responsible for acquiring services, materials, parts 

and supplies a company needs to produce products or provide services. The importance of 

it, however, is more than just the goods or services purchased, it is also about the quality and 

timeliness. (Joyce 2006, 202) Purchasing has the potential to strategically influence both 

operational and financial performance (Saranga & Moser 2010, 197). This chapter first goes 

through and defines the various terms used when talking about purchasing. Then, purchasing 

on a strategic, tactical and operational level is explained as well as different ways how the 

purchasing function can exist within an organization structure. Finally, the role of purchasing 

as a creator of value for a company is investigated. 

 

2.1. Defining terms 

 

The world of purchasing houses a plethora of descriptions for various concepts related to it, 

which are often understood differently and lack cross-industrially or internationally accepted 

definitions (Moser 2007, 18-19; Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen 2015, 49). Therefore, it should 

be remembered that different sources and authors may define the terms differently or use 

them interchangeably. At their core, they all revolve around the concept of obtaining goods 

or services. For the context of this work, the concepts are defined in the following way.  

 

Ordering is the basic operational procedure in purchasing. It refers to the placement of 

purchase orders (PO) with suppliers according to previously agreed terms and conditions 

(Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen 2015, 49; van Weele 2018, 8). Ordering can be narrowed 

down even more to the point of product call-off orders, where a supplier is instructed of a 

delivery time for a previously placed order (Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen 2015, 49). This 

can also be called a blanket order, a purchase commitment to a supplier for items to be 

delivered after the receipt of an agreed-on document such as a shipping requisition or a 

shipment release (Heizer & Render 2007, 348). 

 

Purchasing, as defined by van Weele (2018, 389-390), is the management of external 

resources in such a way that the supply of all necessary goods, services, capabilities and 

knowledge is secured under the most favorable conditions. According to Leenders and 
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Fearon (1997, 6), purchasing describes the buying process from identifying a need, locating 

and selecting suppliers to price negotiations and following up on delivery. It is a purely 

operational, transaction-oriented function comprising of administrative and short-term effect 

activities (Moser 2007, 20).  

 

Procurement is used when purchasing happens in a project environment based on total cost 

of ownership (van Weele 2018, 389). It is a broader term which on top of purchasing, 

encompasses the storing, trafficking, transporting, receiving, inspecting and salvaging of 

goods (Leenders & Fearon 1997, 6; van Weele 2018, 389). As a company-wide process, 

procurement emphasizes the security and cost aspects of purchasing. It also considers the 

economic and technical aspects of the supply market. (Moser 2007, 20) Procurement 

includes all activities needed to get the product from the supplier to the final destination 

(Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen 2015, 50; van Weele 2018, 389). Sometimes the term 

sourcing is used interchangeably with procurement, although sourcing refers more to the act 

of finding, selecting, contracting and managing a source of supply, and is included in the 

concept of procurement (van Weele 2018, 9). 

 

Peter Kraljic in his groundbreaking article for Harvard Business Review in 1983 wrote that 

“Purchasing must become supply management”. What he meant by this is that too often in 

organizations, purchasing happens too routinely and does not acknowledge or adjust to 

worldwide environmental and economic changes. He suggested a four-stage approach to 

minimize supply vulnerability and fully utilize buying power. (Kraljic 1983, 109, 112) 

Nowadays, the term supply management can be considered as the overarching theme above 

all the other ones. It is often used for referring to efforts made to develop better, more 

responsive suppliers (Leenders & Fearon 1997, 6). It also includes strategic decisions related 

to the centralization or de-decentralization of procurement, supply base reduction and 

supplier development (Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen 2015, 50). Instead of price and cost, 

supply management takes a value perspective, acknowledging that other factors matter in 

buyer-supplier relationships. It takes a strategic point of view to analyzing, planning, 

coordinating and optimizing complex value chains based on which operational purchasing 

processes are planned and implemented. (Moser 2007, 20) 
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2.2. Levels of purchasing 

 

How the purchasing function is viewed on the management level has a direct link to the 

organizational placement of purchasing. When purchasing is regarded mainly as an 

operational activity, it will rank rather low on the organizational hierarchy. If, however, 

management sees purchasing as strategically important to the competitiveness of the 

company, it will be placed significantly higher in the company pecking order. (van Weele 

2018, 282) Heikkilä, Vuori and Laine (2013, 13) emphasize the need for purchasing to 

transition from a passive state of price negotiations and contract signings to having an active 

role in business development. This thought is echoed by research from Harvard Business 

Review (2017, 1), stating that even though historically considered a back-office function, 

purchasing is now maximizing efficiencies and responding flexibly to marketplace demand 

at the forefront of business.  

 

2.2.1. Strategic  

 

The strategic importance of purchasing cannot be understated as it has a direct effect on 

competitive advantage and offers an opportunity to reduce costs and improve profitability 

(Leenders & Fearon 1997, 274; Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen 2015, 21). When it comes to 

cost containment, quality, delivery, flexibility and innovation, the strategic impact of 

purchasing is increasingly evident (Nair, Jayaram & Das 2015, 6263). Based on the terms 

previously defined, Supply Management and Procurement are the concepts belonging on the 

strategic level. For simplicity’s sake, the term procurement will be used in this chapter to 

refer to activities on this level.  

 

Strategic procurement acts as a link between all the members of the supply chain and takes 

responsibility for the assurance and management of supplier quality (Novack & Simco 1991, 

145). According to Ritvanen, Inkiläinen, von Bell, Santala and Relander (2011, 31), strategic 

procurement is characterized by proactivity and includes the planning and development of 

the procurement function, development of buyer-supplier relationships, forecasting, as well 

as supplier selection and evaluation. Examples of strategic choices are decision regarding 

outsourcing, supplier and sourcing strategies, major investments and various policies. These 

are the decisions that have an effect on the market position of a company in the long run. 
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(van Weele 2018, 283) Proactive procurement focuses on creating value by striving for 

supply base and inventory reduction. Quinn (2005, 6) estimates the costs associated with 

processes and activities in procurement ranging anywhere between 30 and 70 percent of cost 

of goods sold. Van Weele (2018, 12) presents the costs somewhere between 60 and 80 

percent. According to Iloranta and Pajunen-Muhonen (2015, 21), this number depending on 

industry averages between 50 and 80 percent. Stevenson (2009, 518) suggests this to be 

upwards of 60 percent in manufacturing companies and that in retail and wholesale 

companies, the percentages for purchased inventories could even exceed 90 percent. 

Multiple sources referring to high percentages highlights the need for strategic procurement 

to be treated as a core function, since it has a direct contribution to the bottom line of a 

company (Quinn 2005, 6). Focusing on the usage of internal resources is simply not enough 

in the pursuit of improved competitive advantage when biggest potential can be found in 

managing external resources (Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen 2015, 27). 

 

2.2.2. Tactical  

 

Tactical decisions are cross-functional in nature and often have a medium-term impact of 

one to three years, like budgeting or contract negotiations (Ritvanen et al. 2011, 31; van 

Weele 2018, 283). This level is most closely related to the term purchasing. On the tactical 

level, the purchasing function is involved with topics such as supplier framework 

agreements, value analysis programs, category sourcing and supplier audits (van Weele 

2018, 283). Some of the decisions made on this level could also be considered belonging to 

the strategical level (or vice versa).  

 

2.2.3. Operational  

 

Operational purchasing, in essence, is ordering. It is the culmination of the work done on the 

strategical and tactical levels, where all that is left is the actual act purchasing. Whereas the 

previous levels were more technical-commercial in nature, this level is primarily focused on 

the logistics-administrative activity (van Weele 2018, 30). Operational purchasing is a 

reactive process where the emphasis lies on prices. As opposed to proactive procurement, 

reactive purchasing sees inventories and a wide supplier base as a form of risk management. 

(Ritvanen et al. 2011, 31-32) Operational activities on this level consist of the ordering 
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process, expediting activities, troubleshooting, invoice handling and monitoring and 

evaluating supplier performance (van Weele 2018, 284).  

 

On this level, costs can best be visualized. Figure 2 illustrates how changes in spend 

influence a company’s return on net assets (RONA). Even a small reduction in purchasing 

spend directly improves a company’s profit (Heikkilä et al. 2013, 10). In this example, 

RONA is calculated by multiplying capital turnover ratio by sales margin. Sales margin is 

affected by profit before taxes, which in turn is affected by operational profit consisting of 

sales revenues and total cost. Effective procurement is something that can reduce total cost 

by reducing the amount of capital spent on purchased materials and services. As can be seen 

from Figure 2, a decrease in the amount spent on purchased materials and services has a 

snowball effect and leads to an increase in a company’s RONA.  Depending on the 

procurement to sales ratio and capital turnover ratio, the leverage effect of procurement can 

potentially be enormous (van Weele 2018, 19).  

 

 

 

Figure 2. Return on Net Assets (adapted from van Weele 2018, 13). 
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2.3. Organizational structures of purchasing 

 

Considering the huge amount of resources on the line, firms and governments are always 

seeking ways to optimize procurement to deliver value for money (Dimitri, Dini & Piga 

2006, 47). If a company wants to view purchasing as a major function, then this must be 

taken into consideration in the organizational structure (Leenders & Fearon 1997, 51). One 

of the key decisions when establishing a purchasing function in a multi-unit company is 

whether to adopt a centralized, a decentralized or a combination of the two, a hybrid structure 

for the purchasing function. The decision is highly dependent on the characteristics of the 

company, the type of industry in which the company operates in and the characteristics of 

the products the company purchases. (van Weele 2018, 280, 284) Arguments exist for and 

against each model. The issue has piqued the interest of researches, practitioners and public 

administrators alike (Dimitri et al. 2006, 47).   

 

2.3.1. Centralized  

 

When purchasing is fully centralized, it is handled by one special department making all the 

relevant decisions regarding the what, how and when of purchasing (Dimitri 2006, 47; 

Stevenson 2009, 520) In a centralized structure, a central purchasing department operates at 

the corporate level and handles topics belonging in the strategic and tactical levels of 

purchasing (van Weele 2018, 285).  Figure 3 is an example of an organization chart of a 

company that has centralized its purchasing function. Rather than each division having their 

own purchasing team, purchasing is done on the corporate level on behalf of each division.  
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Figure 3. Organization chart with a centralized purchasing structure (adapted from van 

Weele 2018, 286). 

 

A centralized structure is usually adopted in an effort to streamline purchasing efforts and 

take advantage of quantity discounts (Partida 2014, 63). Lower prices are possible to obtain 

when combining orders for higher volumes reaches a large order quantity discount threshold 

(Stevenson 2009, 521). Higher volumes also lead to economies of scale and increased 

negotiation power (Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen 2015, 319). According to Munson and Hu 

(2010, 581), it is the possibility to get quantity discounts that is one of the primary reasons 

for organizations to pursue centralized purchasing. Van Weele (2018, 285) adds that not only 

value in terms of price and cost, but also in terms of service and quality can be achieved by 

centralizing. Iloranta and Pajunen-Muhonen (2015, 320) recommend a centralized structure 

when multiple departments have similar needs, are geographically located close to each other 

or major negotiation benefits could be achieved with consolidated volumes. Centralization 

brings more benefits the greater the commonality of the purchased products and services 

between the departments is (van Weele 2018, 292).  

 

Centralizing is also appealing since it reduces the number of employees by consolidating 

relevant personnel into one group to serve the whole organization (Partida 2014, 63). This 

in turn allows staff to specialize in certain items, emphasizes the importance of education 

and accumulates knowledge (Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen 2015, 319). Specialized staff 

tend to be more efficient since they can concentrate on a relatively small number of items 
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instead of spreading themselves across many (Stevenson 2009, 521). Leenders and Fearon 

(1997, 51) argue that this development of expertise is the main reason companies for the 

most part have opted for centralization of the purchasing function.  

 

When purchasing decision go through one central control point, it is easier to standardize 

bought items (Leenders & Fearon 1997, 50). This also works the other way around. When 

the items procured are already standardized, it is only natural to increase the degree of 

centralization (Dimitri et al. 2006, 57). Iloranta and Pajunen-Muhonen (2015, 319) as well 

as van Weele (2018, 285) mention this as a clear advantage of centralization, Corey (1978, 

107) considers it as a prerequisite.  

 

There are also disadvantages associated with a centralized approach to purchasing. Van 

Weele (2018, 285) takes a people-based approach, stating that business-unit managers might 

not always comply with corporate framework agreements and instead, try to reach better 

conditions on their own with their favored business partners. Corey (178, 109) agrees with 

this statement that people are hesitant to give up control. Furthermore, especially for 

multinational corporation, geographical distance becomes a disadvantage of centralization 

since the purchasing personnel will lose touch with local suppliers (Dimitri et al. 2006, 54; 

Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen 2015, 319). 

 

2.3.2. Decentralized  

 

A decentralized purchasing structure consists of individual departments or separate locations 

handling their own requirements (Stevenson 2009, 521). There is no governing central 

authority, meaning that local managers are fully responsible and accountable for the success 

and failure of their own purchasing practices (McCue & Pitzer 2000, 402; van Weele 2018, 

284). A decentralized structure is visualized in Figure 4. No purchasing happens at the 

corporate level, each division handles their own purchasing needs. This kind of structure is 

attractive to conglomerates with a business-unit structure and where items purchased are 

unique and different in each unit (van Weele 2018, 284). In addition, decentralization is 

worth a thought if the geographical distance between units if huge, the units are large enough 

to have negotiating power on their own, the supply market trend is stable or if the nature of 

the items purchased is simple and straightforward (Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen 2015, 320). 
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On top of the actual geographical distance, cultural differences may also cause a 

decentralized approach to be the more suitable solution (van Weele 2018, 293).  

 

 

 

Figure 4. Organization chart with a decentralized purchasing structure (adapted from van 

Weele 2018, 285). 

 

The advantages and disadvantages of a decentralized approach are essentially the inverse of 

the ones of centralization. In decentralization, volumes are fragmented across business units 

and therefore it is more difficult to achieve leverage in negotiations. Standardization and 

professional development are also a challenge. (Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen 2015, 319) 

Different units of the same corporation could also negotiate with the same suppliers for the 

same goods, essentially competing with each other for supplier capacity (van Weele 2018, 

285).  

 

The advantage of decentralization is being aware of differing local needs and having the 

flexibility to respond to these needs quickly (McCue & Pitzer 2000, 406; Joyce 2006, 205). 

Service improves and costs are lowered when decision making is pushed closer to the end 

user (Johnson, Shafiq, Awaysheh & Leenders 2014, 131). A local user knows departmental 

needs better than corporate does and can immediately be in contact with suppliers as well as 

better utilize their expertise in research and development projects (Leenders & Fearon 1997, 

49-50; Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen 2015, 319). Lower costs can be achieved, for example, 

by saving on transportation by buying locally (Stevenson 2009, 521). Furthermore, reporting 
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becomes simpler and the need for bureaucracy and coordination decreases (Iloranta & 

Pajunen-Muhonen 2015, 319).  

 

2.3.3. Hybrid  

 

Most companies are balancing between the two extremes of centralization and 

decentralization (van Weele 2018, 292). In specific situations, either a full centralization or 

full decentralization approach might be the best course of action, but in practice it is rare that 

either extreme would be best practice (Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen 2015, 320). Thus, to 

achieve an optimal arrangement, a hybrid approach may turn out to be the most appropriate 

(Dimitri et al. 2006, 53).  

 

A hybrid structure is a combination of the centralized and decentralized structures (van 

Weele 2018, 280). Organizations might organize their purchasing by authorizing individual 

units to manage certain items while centralizing the purchase of other items (Joyce 2006, 

205). For example, small orders and rush orders could be handled locally while the 

purchasing of high-value and high-volume items is centralized (Stevenson 2009, 521). An 

organization chart with a hybrid purchasing structure can be seen in Figure 5. The chart 

displays how even though individual units have a purchasing function, purchasing also 

happens at a corporate level. On top of a hierarchical relationship, corporate purchasing also 

has a functional relationship with the purchasing departments of each division (van Weele 

2018, 287). A central governing department is responsible for policy making and oversight 

of the purchasing process, but local departments are also granted authority to conduct 

purchases (McCue & Pitzer 2000, 402). One of the key challenges, however, is to distinguish 

between the item categories to be integrated across departments and the ones that should be 

controlled centrally. In this regard, a balance between global integration and local 

responsiveness has to be found. (Trautmann, Bals & Hartmann 2009, 194-195) Top 

management needs to figure out how to maximize common synergy benefits without limiting 

the freedom of individual business units to a high degree (Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen 

2015, 320). In an ideal situation, a hybrid structure is a combination of the flexibility and 

close linkage to other functions of a decentralized structure and the strategic control provided 

by a centralized approach (Stolle 2008, 78). Arnold (1999, 173) suggests coordination 

among the individual business units. This coordination may occur on different levels such 
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as article level, supplier level or unit level (van Weele 2018, 286). Strong coordination 

without too strong of a hierarchy combines the advantages of independent business units 

with best market know-how, demand bundling and economies of scale (Arnold 1999, 173). 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Organization chart with a hybrid purchasing structure (adapted from van Weele 

2018, 287). 

 

The hybrid model seeks to provide be the best of worlds. It can be argued that it does this 

successfully, since according to van Weele (2018, 280), it is the most popular organizational 

mode for purchasing. However, Stolle (2008, 78) warns that the optimal balance between 

centralization and decentralization has to be evaluated from a broad perspective that also 

takes into considerations corporate strategy and specific category characteristics. No matter 

which type of structure a company chooses to pursue, Partida (2014, 63) suggests not 

focusing on them too much and instead, putting emphasis on effective processes to achieve 

superior purchasing performance.  

 

2.4. Purchasing as a contributor of value  

 

Stevenson (2009, 6) defines value-added as “the difference between the cost of inputs and 

the value or price of outputs.” There has been extensive research conducted of purchasing 

and supply management (PSM) strategies indicating that many practitioners and researched 

perceive value creation strategies as the core of purchasing and supply management (Stolle 
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2008, 82). PSM is in a situation where it has to constantly evolve and find levers to further 

increase its contribution to corporate goals (Bals, Laine & Mugurusi 2018, 41). The 

importance of purchasing has been highlighted during the last decade, by companies 

increasingly focusing on their core competences, outsourcing their functions and purchasing 

services from outside service providers (Ritvanen et al. 2011, 31). The share of purchasing 

costs has increased and suppliers represent a growing source of value (Heikkilä et al. 2013, 

8). Value creation aims to capture the maximum value-added in financial terms (Holweg & 

Helo 2014, 230).  

 

Leenders and Fearon (1997, 131) explain how each department in a company is a part of an 

internal value chain and needs to add value for the next department by ways of process 

control and continuous improvement in line with company goals and strategies. In order to 

create value for the external end customer, which should be recognized as the most important 

factor for success, organizations should seek support among their suppliers for strategy and 

product development. This would enable suppliers to contribute not only to the bottom line, 

but to the top line as well by creating additional sales revenue through new business 

development. (van Weele 2018, 74) In the state of increasing competition, collaborating with 

suppliers speeds up development processes and lowers total costs (Iloranta & Pajunen-

Muhonen 2015, 78-79).  By working closely together, suppliers are challenged to improve 

the buying company’s value proposition to its customers e.g. by reducing a product’s overall 

cost, new design proposals or technological innovations (van Weele 2018, 11). Stolle (2008, 

84-85) presents three directions in the area of strategic optimization of value creation across 

the value chain: outsourcing non-critical activities, developing suppliers and proactive risk 

management. Risks are unforeseen events that may have negative effects on supplier 

activities (van Weele 2018, 34). Thus, managing risks is vital for every supplier relationship 

to reduce the risk of supply chain glitches (Stolle 2008, 85). 

 

In an academic context, one of the most influential models is Michael Porter’s vision of the 

value chain developed in 1985, pictured in Figure 6. The framework holds a central role for 

analyzing firm-level strengths and weaknesses (Stabell & Fjeldstad 1998, 413). The value 

chain consists of value activities, which are divided into primary activities and support 

activities, and margin. Primary activities are involved in the physical creation, sale, transfer 

and after-sale assistance of the product whereas support activities, as the name might 
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suggest, support the primary activities and each other. Value activities are the building 

blocks of value creation and margin the difference between total value and the cost of the 

activities involved in the creation. (Porter 1985, 38) For the context of this work, only the 

role of procurement in the value chain will be examined more closely.  

 

 

 

Figure 6. Porter’s value chain (adapted from Porter 1985, 37). 

 

Procurement is a support activity according to Porter’s vision and refers to the actual 

function of purchasing inputs rather than the purchasing inputs themselves. Although 

commonly associated with primary activities, purchased inputs are present in all the value 

activities spread throughout the company, support activities included. Already in 1985, 

Porter recognized that improved purchasing practices can have a significant effect on costs 

and quality of the entire purchasing process. (Porter 1985, 41) 

 

The original value chain model has procurement listed as a support function although 

nowadays it is evident that the role of it is much more significant than to support the value 

chain. The idea of procurement as a support function is challenged by van Weele (2018, 19) 

who states that procurement is one of the central functions of a company and stresses the 

strategic importance of it. Iloranta and Pajunen-Muhonen (2015, 43) go as far as to say that 

the classification of procurement as a support function has hindered the development of the 

function by relegating it to a supporting part regarding the value chain in companies. 

Ritvanen et al. (2011, 20) refer to procurement as the first step in the inbound logistics 

activity. Prajogo, Oke and Olhager (2016, 220) state inbound performance reflecting the 

performance of both procurement and logistics operations.  
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3 INVENTORY MANAGEMENT 

 

Inventory is something every organization has. It includes raw materials, works in process, 

supplies used in operations as well as finished goods. In addition to monetary value, 

inventories also have a cost in the form of occupied space, labor to manage it, deterioration, 

damage, obsolescence and theft. (Müller 2011, 1-2) The total investment in inventories is 

enormous and controlling of these factors provide crucial potential for improvement 

(Axsäter 2015, 1). According to Khan and Yu (2019, 109), inventory usually takes up to 10-

15% of the total assets of a company.  

 

Inventories exist to balance the supply of an item and its consumption (Muckstadt & Sapra 

2010, 2). They act as a buffer between supply and demand, enabling continuous smooth 

operations through variations and uncertainty (Waters 1995, 8). Müller (2011, 3) outlines 

predictability, fluctuations in demand, unreliability of supply, price protection, quantity 

discounts and lower ordering costs as important reason for having inventory. As one might 

expect, having inventory is more prevalent in manufacturing companies than in companies 

operating in the service sector (Khan & Yu 2019, 109). 

 

Fluctuations in demand or unreliability of supply are a few important reasons as to why 

inventory is kept. This shows that inventory is needed both in the upstream and the 

downstream parts of the supply chain. Having inventory protects against fluctuating 

customer demand at any given time, especially in seasonal products. At the other end of the 

supply chain, it protects against unreliable suppliers or if a steady supply is difficult to ensure 

due to scarcity. Buying in bulk has its advantages as quantity discounts are usually available. 

This also helps protect against unpredictable changes in price and helps lower ordering costs. 

(Müller 2011, 3-4) 

 

Waters (1995, 4) differentiates between the terms inventory and stock. He explains stock as 

consisting of all the goods and materials stored by an organization. It is a supply of items 

kept for future use. Inventory on the other hand is a list of items that are held in stock. 

(Waters 1995, 4) For the context of this work, these terms will be used interchangeably to 

mean both the stock and the list of items in stock. 
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This chapter presents some of the basics ideas and theories related to inventory management, 

starting from the classification of items based on their importance to the operations of a 

company. Then, ways of controlling inventory replenishment are introduced regarding how 

much and when to order as well as costs associated with inventories.  

 

3.1. A-B-C classification of items 

 

In inventory management it is important to realize that not all items held in inventory are of 

equal importance and therefore, equal attention should not be devoted to each of them. A 

popular approach for allocating control efforts and classifying items according to some 

measure of importance is the A-B-C system. (Stevenson 2009, 556) The system is widely 

used to streamline organizations and the management of inventories (Teunter, Babai & 

Syntetos 2010, 343).  

 

According to the A-B-C principle, a small portion accounts for most of the total purchased 

value of items (Leenders & Fearon 1997, 175). It divides inventory into three classifications 

(A, B and C, naturally) based on the annual dollar (or other currency) volume (Heizer & 

Render 2007, 373). However, even though the traditional analysis is according to annual 

dollar usage, it might be inefficient when applied to real life and an increasing number of 

studies suggest other important criteria such as part criticality, lead time and stockout penalty 

cost (Ramanathan 2006, 696; Li, Wu, Liu, Fu & Chen 2019, 2495). Stevenson (2009, 558) 

suggests taking these factors into consideration on top of the monetary value. Furthermore, 

Iloranta & Pajunen-Muhonen (2015, 107) warn that even though the A-B-C analysis is a 

viable method in many areas, it assumes that very different categories of items behave 

according to the same logic and thus, only using the A-B-C analysis might lead to an overly 

simplified approach to inventory management.  

 

The analysis itself is done by first measuring the annual demand of each item, times the cost 

per unit to reach the annual dollar volume (Heizer & Render 2007, 373). Then, items are 

classified, usually with the 80/20 rule, according to which 20 percent of products account 

for 80 percent of annual dollar usage. These are the A items. The B and C items would each 

make up about 40 percent of inventory and account for 15 percent and 5 percent of annual 

dollar usage, respectively. (Khan & Yu 2019, 115) The exact percentages vary depending 
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on the company and the number of categories is not set in stone either. There might be more 

categories depending on the level of control a company wants, but usually no more than six 

(Stevenson 2009, 556; Teunter et al. 2010, 344). A summary of the A-B-C categories can be 

found in Table 1 below. 

 

Table 1. Summary of ABC items (Adapted from Waters 1995, 247; Khan & Yu 2019, 115) 

 

Classification Definition 

Percent of total 

inventory 

Percent of annual 

dollar usage 

A items expensive, requires special care 20 80 

B items ordinary, requires standard care 40 15 

C items cheap, requires little care 40 5 

 

3.2. Inventory costs 

 

All inventory holdings incur costs and usually form a large part of a company’s total costs 

(Silver & Peterson 1985, 2; Waters 1995, 18).  For every single item, the cost of carrying it 

in inventory must be less than the cost of not having it (Leenders & Fearon 1997, 181). Three 

basic types of costs commonly associated with inventories are holding, ordering and shortage 

costs (Stevenson 2009, 556).  

 

3.2.1. Holding costs 

 

Holding costs, sometimes also called carrying costs, are the costs of keeping an item in 

inventory (Stevenson 2009, 556). They are the opportunity cost for tied up capital in 

inventory (Axsäter 2015, 38). In order to determine holding costs, a company has to consider 

housing costs, material handling costs, labor costs, investment costs and the costs of 

pilferage, scrap and obsolescence. Due to the number of costs that need to be evaluated, 

many companies do not do a very good job or even fail to include all of them and thus, 

holding costs are often understated. (Leenders & Fearon 1997, 182; Heizer & Render 2007, 

377) Figure 7 shows the mathematical calculation of annual holding costs, which is 

multiplying the average inventory level by unit holding cost per year (Heizer & Render 2007, 

379). 
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𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡

= (𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙)𝑥(𝐻𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟)

= (
𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦

2
) (𝐻𝑜𝑙𝑑𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟)             

= (
𝑄

2
) (𝐻) =

𝑄

2
𝐻 

 

Figure 7. Annual holding cost (Adapted from Heizer & Render 2007, 379). 

 

3.2.2. Ordering costs 

 

Ordering costs, also referred to as setup costs, are the costs of the ordering process (Heizer 

& Render 2007, 376). They can be directly traced to the purchase (Khan & Yu 2019, 113) 

Costs associated with ordering costs include all managerial, clerical, administrative and 

transportation costs, so essentially costs coming from ordering and receiving inventory 

(Leenders & Fearon 1997, 182; Stevenson 2009, 556). These costs are usually expressed as 

a fixed amount and are not dependent on the size of the order (Stevenson 2009, 556; Axsäter 

2015, 38). The ordering cost should be the cost of a repeat order and not the cost of a first-

time purchase, since they include sourcing costs of finding and selecting a suitable supplier, 

requesting quotes, negotiating and so on (Waters 1995, 19). Annual ordering costs can be 

calculated by multiplying the number of orders placed in a year by the order cost of one 

order and is displayed in Figure 8 (Heizer & Render 27, 379).  

 

𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡

= (𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑠 𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑦𝑒𝑎𝑟)𝑥(𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟)

= (
𝐴𝑛𝑛𝑢𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑

𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑢𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟
) (𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟)             

= (
𝐷

𝑄
) (𝑆) =

𝐷

𝑄
𝑆 

 

Figure 8. Annual ordering costs (adapted from Heizer & Render 2007, 379). 
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3.2.3. Shortage costs 

 

Shortage costs incur when a company is unable to satisfy a demand. The situation is referred 

to as a stockout. (Shenoy & Rosas 2018, 23) Stockouts lead to either backlogs or lost sales. 

A customer may agree for their order to be backlogged and wait for it to be fulfilled in which 

case extra costs of administration, late delivery discounts, material handling and 

transportation occur. The ordered item could also be procured from a different supplier at a 

higher price. (Axsäter 2015, 38-39; Shenoy & Rosas 2018, 23) In the most straightforward 

case, direct profit can be lost from a sale which is not made (Waters 1995, 20). The 

consequences of stockout are often far-reaching, such as loss of customer goodwill, loss of 

future sales and loss of reputation (Waters 1995, 20). Stockouts might also cause a negative 

chain reaction if they happen in production (Axsäter 2015, 39). 

 

Shortage costs are very difficult to accurately assess but they are generally perceived as 

substantial and much larger than carrying costs (Waters 1995, 20; Leenders & Fearon 1997, 

183) Furthermore, even though shortage costs can be defined as unrealized profit per unit, 

computation of the costs are extremely complex and are better to be subjectively estimated 

(Stevenson 2009, 556; Shenoy & Rosas, 2018, 24). Based on the evaluating shortage costs, 

service levels and safety stocks can be determined (Ritvanen et al. 2011, 92).  

 

3.3. Inventory control systems 

 

There are two ways of controlling inventory, periodic and perpetual. As the name might 

suggest, in a periodic system the physical count of inventory is made in periodic (weekly, 

monthly etc) intervals. A perpetual system on the other hand, is based on continuously 

keeping track of inventory levels. (Stevenson 2009, 553-554) Both systems try to balance 

the trade-off between transportation and inventory (Wang & Ye 2018, 187). 

 

In a periodic system the order quantity changes from order to order, since only the necessary 

amount to bring inventory to a specified level is ordered. A fixed-period system is an 

example of a periodic system where orders are placed at the end of a given period. (Heizer 

& Render 2007, 393) The quantity ordered changes based on consumption (Ritvanen et al. 

2011, 89). It should be kept in mind that if the time between review periods is too long, the 
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possibility of stockouts occurring increases (Shenoy & Rosas 2018, 17). Three different 

ordering policies exist in a periodic review system. First, the (nQ, s, R) policy. If at the time 

of a review (R), inventory is below the reorder point (s), a multiple of a pre-set quantity (nQ) 

is ordered. Second, the (S, R) policy according to which at each review (R), the order 

quantity is enough to bring inventory levels to a predetermined maximum (S). Finally, the 

(s, S, R) policy, which is essentially the same as the previous one, but in this policy an order 

is placed only if the inventory level is below the reorder point (s). (Khan & Yu 2019, 136)  

 

Perpetual systems are continuous review systems where the amount of psychical inventory 

is known at all times (Khan & Yu 2019, 135). The two most common ordering policies when 

it comes to this form of inventory control are often referred to as the (s, Q) and the (s, S) 

policies. The s refers to a predetermined reorder point, the Q to an optimal fixed order size 

and the S to a maximum inventory level. (Axsäter 2015, 41; Shenoy & Rosas 2018, 15-16; 

Khan & Yu 2019, 135) Following the (s, Q) policy, the same quantity (Q) of items are 

ordered whenever the reorder point (s) is reached. The Economic Order Quantity model is 

one way of determining the quantity. The (s, S) policy follows the same logic and only differs 

in the replenishment order quantity. Whereas the quantity ordered in the (s, Q) policy is 

predetermined, in the (s, S) policy the maximum inventory level is predetermined. The 

quantity ordered should be enough to bring the inventory back to its maximum level. (Khan 

& Yu 2019, 135) Perpetual inventory systems include the two-bin system, the reorder point 

system and the min-max system (Ritvanen et al. 2011, 87-88).  

 

The two-bin system is one of the simplest ways of executing the (s, Q) policy (Stevenson 

2009, 554). In a two-bin system items are kept in two bins one behind another. Each bin 

contains a Q number of items and an empty bin functions as the reorder point s. The two-bin 

system is explained in more detail later. The reorder point system also follows the same 

ordering policy. The reorder point is determined for each item based on their consumption. 

(Ritvanen et al. 2011, 88) 

 

In a min-max system the minimum and maximum levels of inventory are defined. The 

minimum point also functions as the reorder point and the amount of stock left below acts 

as safety stock. The maximum point is calculated by adding the demand between the point 

of order and lead time to safety stock. (Ritvanen et al. 2011, 88) The system is optimal for 
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low consumption items, usually C-items according to the A-B-C analysis (Sakki 2003, 104). 

The (s, S) ordering policy is used in the min-max inventory system (Shenoy & Rosas 2018, 

16).  

 

Controlling inventory levels is challenging, since a balance has to be found between 

sufficient inventory to avoid stock-outs and a high service level. Increasing inventories 

reduces the risk of running out of stock, but at the same time ties up working capital and 

increases carrying and holding costs. (Stevenson 2009, 552; Axsäter 2015, 1; Scott, 

Lundgren & Thompson 2018, 7; Khan & Yu 2019, 113) “It is a continuous challenge to 

search for better ways to control inventories.” (Leenders & Fearon 1997, 189) 

 

3.3.1. Reorder point  

 

As important as knowing how much to order is when to order. The reorder point (ROP) is 

the lowest level of inventory at which point a new order has to be placed to avoid a stockout 

(Khan & Yu 2019, 130). Since having instantaneous deliveries is not always possible in 

practice, the time between placing an order and receiving the order has to be determined. 

This time is called the lead time. When the order is placed, there has to be enough inventory 

remaining to satisfy demand during the lead time. (Shenoy & Rosas 2018, 44) If lead time 

and demand are both assumed constant, the reorder point is simply the demand multiplied 

by lead time (Stevenson 2009, 571). So, the reorder point can also be expressed as lead time 

demand (Waters 1995, 65). However, when either demand, lead time or both are not 

constant, extra stock for buffer should be added to the reorder point. This is called a safety 

stock. (Heizer & Render 2007, 383) Safety stock can be calculated by first assuming that 

any variability in demand or lead time follows a normal distribution. Then, choosing the 

desired service level in percentages and taking the corresponding value of z from a z score 

table (Appendix 1) and multiplying it by the standard deviation of lead time demand. 

(Stevenson 2009, 573) The formula for the ROP can be seen in Figure 9. 

 

𝑅𝑂𝑃 = 𝐸𝑥𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑑𝑒𝑚𝑎𝑛𝑑 + 𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦 𝑠𝑡𝑜𝑐𝑘 

= 𝑑𝐿𝑇 + 𝑧𝜎𝑑𝐿𝑇  

 

Figure 9. Reorder point (adapted from Stevenson 2009, 571, 573). 
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3.3.2. Economic Order Quantity model   

 

When it comes to inventory replenishment, one of the most basic models to determine the 

quantity is the Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) model illustrated in Figure 10. The EOQ 

model dates all the way back to 1913 when it was conceived by Ford W. Harris. The purpose 

of the model is to find the most economical lot size to order, which gives minimum total 

costs. (Harris 2014, 9) As the order quantity increases, the ordering cost decreases. At the 

same time, carrying cost increases when the order quantity increases. The model seeks to 

find the point between carrying cost and ordering cost where the total cost would be the 

lowest. (Heizer & Render 2007, 378; Stevenson 2009, 559) The EOQ model is best used 

when the demand for an item is independent, meaning that the demand for the item is not 

affected by other items, like the case is for finished goods or spare parts (Waters 1995, 18; 

Stevenson 2009, 647; Khan & Yu 2019, 110). 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Economic Order Quantity model (Shenoy & Rosas 2018, 37). 

 

The EOQ model is a relatively simple and straightforward inventory-control method to use 

but is based on several assumptions commonly agreed upon. (Waters 1995, 33; Heizer & 

Render 2007, 378; Stevenson 2009, 559; Harris 2014, 9-11; Axsäter 2015, 46; Shenoy & 

Rosas 2018, 36; Khan & Yu 2019, 121-122). 
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o Only a single item is considered 

o Demand is known and constant 

o Lead time is known and constant  

o Carrying and holding costs are known and constant 

o Replenishment happens instantaneously 

o Stockouts are not allowed 

o Quantity discounts are not allowed 

 

As can see from the intersecting lines in Figure 10, the optimal order quantity is found when 

the annual ordering cost equals the annual holding cost. Mathematically this is expressed in 

Figure 11. 

 

𝐸𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑐 𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  

𝐷

𝑄
𝑆 =

𝑄

2
𝐻 

2𝐷𝑆 = 𝑄2𝐻 

𝑄2 =
2𝐷𝑆

𝐻
 

𝑄 = √
2𝐷𝑆

𝐻
 

 

Figure 11. Optimal order quantity (adapted from Heizer & Render 2007, 379-380). 

 

3.3.3. Just-In-Time 

 

The concept of Just-In-Time (JIT) overlaps to a large degree with the concept Lean (Slack, 

Brandon-Jones & Johnston 2013, 466). Lean and its principles will be covered later in 

conjunction with kanban and this chapter will focus more on Just-In-Time and how it affects 

inventory management and consequently, production. 

 

Whereas EOQ is best used when demand is independent, JIT is characterised by dependent 

demand, where demand depends upon another item. Therefore, dependent demand relates 

more to raw materials and works in process. (Waters 1995, 18; Stevenson 2009, 647; Khan 
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& Yu 2019, 110) This is usually the case in a repetitive high-volume manufacturing setting 

(Silver & Peterson 1985, 625). The principle of JIT is that the required materials and 

products become available exactly when needed, not any sooner or later (van Weele 2018, 

262). The JIT system views inventory as a waste resources with an implication that stock 

should be eliminated entirely or at the very least minimised (Waters 1995, 295). Raw 

material stock will be reduced by delivering the materials directly to the production line, 

while producing made-in parts precisely when required by the next stage of the production 

process lowers work in process stock (Baily, Farmer, Jessop & Jones 2005, 151-152). In 

fact, Silver and Peterson (1985, 625) refer to JIT manufacturing as a part of a stockless 

production approach. Nothing is produced without demand (van Weele 2018, 262). As such, 

JIT is best used in a pull environment, where the pace and specifications of what is to be 

done is set by a customer workstation which pulls work from a previous supplier workstation 

(Slack, Brandon-Jones & Johnston 2013, 312). This pull-type production/inventory control 

policy aims to control production by actual demand rather than relying on forecasts (Pinto, 

Matias, Pimentel, Azevedo & Govindan 2018, 83). This leads to reduced inventories, saving 

on carrying costs but also on physical space (Gross & McInnis 2003, 5).  

 

A vital part of a JIT approach is the necessity of zero defects. It is clear that if the idea is that 

materials are delivered when they are needed immediately, the quality has to be perfect or 

the entire production process might come to a standstill. (van Weele 2018, 265) This 

highlights the importance of reliable suppliers, both the suppliers of bought parts as well as 

supplier workstations (Waters 1995, 302). Any stoppage has an effect on the whole process 

and will lead to lower capacity utilization in the short term (Slack et al. 2013, 468) 

 

Just-In-Time has also proven to be a successful in practice. For example, research by 

Fullerton and McWatters (2001, 81) found that implementing JIT improves performance via 

lower inventory levels, reduced quality costs and greater customer responsiveness. Yasin, 

Wafa and Small (2001, 1195) found out that JIT has the potential to increase operational 

efficiency, service quality and organizational effectiveness in the public sector. Barlow 

(2002, 166) investigated JIT in the service sector and came to the conclusion that it should 

be seriously considered due to potential capital savings.  
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4 KANBAN  

 

Kanban is a concept used in Lean production and a part of Lean thinking, which revolves 

around the idea of muda. The Japanese word muda, meaning waste, is any activity which 

consumes resources, but does not create value. Value which can only be defined by the end 

customer. Lean thinking is the solution to muda, it converts muda to value. (Womack & 

Jones 1996, 15, 16, 70) The seven wastes originally identified by Toyota executive Taiichi 

Ohno are defects, overproduction, inventories, processing, movement, transportation and 

waiting.  (Ohno 1988, 19-20) 

 

The use of kanban as a word and as a tool is a bit conflicting, since the same word is used to 

describe different intents and purposes (Torkkola 2015, 62). Kanban was originally 

developed to implement JIT manufacturing and control production as a part of Lean 

optimization. The word itself is Japanese and translates to sign or signboard. In practice, 

kanban is a card, or a tag used to trigger the withdrawal of materials or production of goods. 

(Gross & McInnis 2003, 1; Rusli et al. 2015) It gives a signal to the previous process that 

more parts are needed. (Slack et al. 2013, 465) Used to implement and control a JIT system, 

kanban is a method of pull control based on fixed volume lot delivery. When a lot is used, a 

kanban card will be sent to a supplier (or a supplier stage) to signal that a replenishment is 

needed. (Waters 1995, 303; Slack et al. 2013, 478; van Weele 2018, 265) The actual card 

typically contains the identification number of the kanban card, part number, name and 

description of the part, place where the card is used and the number of units in the bin (Silver 

& Peterson 1985, 626). With respect to the Lean methodology, kanban prevents the waste 

of overproduction, but also relies heavily on defect-free products to keep production rolling 

(Ohno 1988, 29, 41). 

 

4.1. Visuality 

 

The idea of visual control led to the birth of kanban (Ohno 1988, 18). Visuality is key in a 

Lean environment, since it provides an immediate alert when something is needed (Womack 

& Jones 1996, 56). This is perhaps why Stevenson (2009, 712) refers to kanban as merely 

an information system. After all, kanban is a simple and direct form of communication 

always located at the point where it is needed (Ohno 1988, 123). According to Torkkola 
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(2015, 49) visuality is the most effective way of communicating. A picture is worth a 

thousand words one might say. Galsworth (2011, 14) sees the visual workplace as the 

language of Lean production made visual. Kattman, Corbin, Moore and Walsh (2012, 412) 

in their research paper describe the various ways visuality helps increase efficiency in a 

manufacturing environment by eliminating non-value adding activities. In addition, Fichera 

(2016, ii) found support to the claim that the inclusion of a visual workplace environment 

contributed positively into project management and also suggests it to be a reason for the 

superior performance of the kanban methodology. 

 

4.2. Two-bin Kanban  

 

A two-bin replenishment system is a form of a visual inventory control method, where items 

are stored in two containers, “bins”. This is a well-known, popular replenishment system for 

high volume, low cost components used in manufacturing (Kanet & Wells 2019, 142-143). 

Items are used from the first bin and when it is empty, a replenishment need is triggered. 

Items from the second bin are used while the first bin is being replenished and the process 

repeats. (Stevenson 2009, 554) According to Patil and Kumar (2018, 51), the benefits of 

using a two-bin system include materials being fed directly to the point of use, materials 

always ready for use, no running out of stock and uninterrupted production. An example of 

a two-bin system can be seen in Picture 1. 

 

 

 

Picture 1. Two-bin storage system (Patil & Kumar 2018, 52) 
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Kanban is generally more related to manufacturing control but can also be used as an 

effective inventory replenishment method. Kanban as an ordering policy is similar to the (s, 

Q) policy, and is commonly used in conjunction with bins. (Axsäter 2015, 41) Using kanban 

in conjunction with a bin replenishment system, items are stored equally in containers and 

each of them has a kanban card attached. When items are used, they are taken from a single 

bin and once used up, the kanban card is pulled, and an order placed for replenishment. (Patil 

& Kumar 2018, 51). In this ordering policy, there is an N number of bins each containing Q 

units of an item and a kanban card on the bottom. As a bin is emptied, the kanban card will 

be used as a replenishment order for Q units of the item. (Axsäter 2015, 41). As such, kanban 

can be interpreted as a special form of an order point system, where the order quantity is 

fixed and equals the contents of a bin and an empty bin represents the reorder point (Lödding 

2013, 181, 196).  

 

A two-bin kanban system is a way to simplify material control for small items. Especially 

useful when dealing with a large number of parts, the system makes it possible to mostly 

ignore the items until a pull signal in the form of an empty bin is returned. The two-bin 

system is ideal for small, low value items that have little effect on total inventory dollars or 

floor space. (Gross & McInnis 2003, 189, 194) It does not require a sophisticated information 

system to work, no perpetual inventory record keeping is needed, and it is consistent with 

the fundamental principles of Lean: simplicity, functionality, and visuality (Kanet & Wells 

2018, 143). Two-bin kanban however requires commitment from suppliers in providing fast 

services to have an effective supply of materials (Patil & Kumar 2018, 39). One weakness 

however, as pointed out by Stevenson (2009, 554), is that the kanban card might simply go 

missing be misplaced or is forgotten to turn in. Also, using the system as intended is 

important, since if items are used from both bins simultaneously, the system stops working. 

 

Plenty of evidence can be found of the success of the two-bin kanban methodology and it 

has been proven to be especially efficient in a health care environment. Research by Carter 

(2016, 44) discovered that the implementation of a two-bin kanban system in a Medical 

center lead to procurement costs decreasing. Similarly, Olson (2014, 35) observed 

significant organizational benefits to a hospital overall as well as a steady state in inventory 

costs. A kanban system has also been connected to a high level of satisfaction among hospital 

staff and therefore recommended to be widely implemented (Aguilar-Escobar, Bourque & 
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Godino-Gallego 2015, 101). Furthermore, business and operational performance is 

improved by eliminating non-value-adding activities (Bendavid, Boeck & Philippe 2010, 

991). In other industries, a barcode based two-bin system along with component storage 

relocation worked efficiently in improving the inventory system in an electronics company 

(Wanitwattanakosol, Attakomal & Suriwan 2015, 113). Within a pharmaceutical supply 

chain, adoption of a kanban system was found to provide strategic benefit and improving 

service quality (Papalexi, Bamford, Dehe 2016, 239). 

 

4.3. Implementing two-bin kanban  

 

According to Gross and McInnis (2003), it is commonly misconstrued that implementing 

kanban only consists of figuring out the size of the kanban and everything would be good to 

go. Instead, they suggest a seven-step approach to implementing kanban, seen in Figure 12. 

The process would consist of conducting data collection, calculating the kanban size, 

designing the kanban, training everyone, starting the kanban, auditing and maintaining the 

kanban, and improving the kanban (Gross & McInnis 2003, 8, 86) It should be noted that 

this framework was originally intended for implementing kanban in a production setting, but 

the steps can also be used as a guideline when implementing a two-bin kanban replenishment 

system.  

 

 

 

Figure 12 Kanban implementation process by Gross and McInnis (adapted from Gross & 

McInnis 2003, 8). 
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The steps help with mapping out the current situation, the end result and how to get there. 

The first step, conducting data analysis, is necessary to enable decision making grounded on 

facts and to accurately calculate kanban sizes. The calculations should then be done based 

on current conditions instead of forecasts and also include safety stock to account for 

abnormalities. These calculations form the basis for the kanban design. (Gross & McInnis 

2003, 9) 

 

Designing the Kanban is a crucial step as it forms the basis on how the kanban will be 

implemented. Important considerations when designing the two-bin kanban should be things 

such as material control, visual signals, rules for conducting the kanban, appointing a person 

to handle the kanban, problem resolution and training. In the end of this step, an 

implementation plan should be created. (Gross & McInnis 2003, 10) 

 

Last step before starting the kanban is to train everyone on how the system works and what 

their role in the process is. This is recommended to be done via simple presentations and dry 

runs with the focus being on the operations. The point is not to make everyone an expert in 

the kanban system, but rather that everyone understands their own part. After designing the 

kanban and with the training completed, the kanban can be started. As it is deployed, 

problems may arise straight away and, in the case, preventative or mitigative measures 

should be taken. (Gross & McInnis 2003, 10-11) 

 

Auditing and maintaining the kanban is a step most often overlooked. Auditing helps 

identifying problems in the process and taking corrective action to maintain the integrity of 

the kanban design. Auditing also includes looking at future requirements and adjusting 

kanban quantities in case of changes in demand. The final step of improving the kanban is 

about optimizing the system with regard to reducing the kanban quantities. It should be kept 

in mind to do this based on the same calculations as in step two and not based on a whim.  

(Gross & McInnis 2003, 11-12) 
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5 CURRENT STATE ANALYSIS 

 

This chapter presents the current state in the case company regarding the operational 

purchasing process of two-bin items. Purchasing in general in the case company is covered 

first, to give an overall picture and context on how it is handled. Then, the replenishment 

processes for all the factories respectively is introduced as well as pain points regarding their 

respective processes. The current processes are presented for each factory, but special 

attention was given to Factory 1, since it is one the development project concentrates on.   

 

5.1. Purchasing in general 

 

The purchasing team in the case company consists of three people, supervised by the 

operations director of the company. The team has one senior member, a category manager, 

mainly responsible for strategic purchasing activities together with the operations director, 

and two members, category specialists, who mainly do operational purchasing. As their titles 

may suggest, the team has adopted a category model, where suppliers are divided between 

the purchasers based on agreed categories. The purchasing team handles all of the major 

purchases for all of the company’s three factories.  

 

On top of the purchasing team, assigned employees in each of the three factories of the 

company do item call-off orders when needed. These are low value items call-off ordered 

according to frame agreements and can for that reason be left as the responsibility of factory 

workers. Therefore, it can be determined that the structure of the purchasing function as a 

whole is a hybrid one, as defined by van Weele (2018, 287). There is a team handling 

“corporate” purchases and each division, in this case each factory, has their own purchasers 

to do call-off ordering of items. The advantage of this approach is that it enables the 

purchasing team to focus on items with higher value and importance as well as the fact that 

the employees in the factory are continuously aware of the situation of the items they call-

off order and can react faster than the purchasing team. 

 

Regarding Porter’s value chain (Porter 1985, 37) and purchasing in the case company, there 

is a large amount of collaboration between the purchasing team and the people responsible 

for the receival of goods, warehousing and inventory control. Therefore, the function can 
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definitely be included as a part of inbound logistics as suggested by van Weele (2018, 19) 

Iloranta and Pajunen-Muhonen (2015, 43) Ritvanen et al. (2011, 20) and Prajogo et al. (2016, 

220). Thus, providing a real-life example of why Porter’s view of the value chain, at least in 

this regard, is a bit outdated.  

 

In practice, purchasing in the case company is done via their ERP-system, where purchase 

orders are created. The company also utilizes a “supplier portal” connected to the ERP-

system, that contains all purchase orders of suppliers and where suppliers can confirm orders 

and set delivery dates and quantities. The portal is currently on a ramp-up phase and does 

not at the time contain all suppliers. For suppliers who haven’t been integrated in the portal, 

purchase orders that are created in the ERP-system are sent via an email and confirmed 

manually in the ERP-system as per the suppliers’ order confirmation.   

 

5.2. Two-bin replenishment process 

 

The two-bin system is widely used in the case company, to the largest extent in Factory 1, 

but also in Factories 2 and 3. The items stored in the two-bin system are items small both in 

size and in value. The shelves in which the bins are kept in are located near manufacturing 

cells where the items are needed. There is a label in each bin indicating what the bin contains, 

designed  to make it easy to distinguish the needed bin, but as is seen later, that is not always 

the case.  

 

The case company has conducted a thorough analysis of all of their items and assigned an 

A-B-C class to them. Their approach to the classification, however, differs from the 

conventional one that is based on the monetary value of the items (Heizer & Render 2007, 

373). Finished products with the fastest delivery time promise in the case company are 

assigned an A-class and all the parts used for making an A-class product are also given an 

A-class rating. This makes some two-bin items that would otherwise be considered C-items, 

A-items in the case company. The replenishment need is triggered visually by an empty bin. 

When the bin is empty, the reorder point has been reached. Items controlled with a two-bin 

system are referred to in the case company as two-bin kanban items, even though an actual 

kanban like a card or a tag is not used. Instead, the empty bin itself functions as a kanban, a 

visual representation that a replenishment is needed. 
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Two-bin items are considered routine products in the case company. From a purchasing point 

of view, they have very few technical or commercial problems, small value per item and 

many alternative suppliers resulting in the purchasing of these types of products to be left to 

the lower echelons of an organization (van Weele 2018, 24). This is also the way two-bin 

items are call-off ordered in the case company, where the actual purchasing team does not 

handle the two-bin items, but rather it is the responsibility of warehouse employees. They 

do call-off orders based on blanket agreements when items need to be replenished and shelve 

the items when they arrive. Although, Factories 1 and 2 also have a shelving service provided 

by their primary supplier, referred to as Supplier A from here on out, of two-bin items. This 

shelving service, however, is only for the items purchased from Supplier A. Two-bin systems 

are used in each of the case companies three factories.  

 

Factory 1 has six different two-bin shelves in different parts of the factory for different 

phases of production. The person in charge of purchasing two-bin items in Factory 1 is the 

Warehouse responsible of the factory, whose primary task is to receive goods, inspect them 

and place them in their correct places in the warehouse.  

 

The suppliers of the two-bin items in Factory 1 can be categorized in two, Supplier A and 

the others. This is because a system has been implemented for items called off from Supplier 

A that involves the use of a bar code scanner and a laptop, that signals the supplier right 

away that a replenishment is needed. The bar code therefore contains a type of electronic 

kanban. The technology is provided by Supplier A for their own items and can be seen in 

Picture 2. They can monitor the ordered items in real time at their office. Since there are 

items provided by Supplier A to both Factory 1 and Factory 2, the factories are located next 

to each other and there is only one bar code scanner, the Warehouse responsible for Factory 

1 used to also do the replenishments of items supplied by Supplier A for Factory 2 as well. 

This was recently changed so that the Warehouse responsible of Factory 2 does the 

replenishments for Supplier A items manually in Factory 2. 
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Picture 2. Supplier A scanning system. 

 

The replenishment process in Factory 1 begins in the office of the Warehouse responsible 

by creating a new blank purchase order in the company’s ERP-system. The Warehouse 

responsible writes the purchase order number down on a post-it note and sticks it to the 

laptop that has the scanner attached to it. He then proceeds to go through each of the shelves 

in Factory 1. At each shelf, he checks if empty bins have been lifted on top of the shelf in an 

upright position to signal the need for replenishment. If the empty bin should contain items 

from Supplier A, the Warehouse responsible inputs the previously created purchase order 

number into the laptop, chooses the correct shelf from a drop-down menu and scans the bar 

code. The system recognizes the item and the order quantity and the purchase order can 

immediately be sent to Supplier A. The Warehouse responsible then puts the bin back on top 

of the shelf, but on its side to signal that the item has been call-off ordered. A comparison of 

a bin that needs to be replenished and one for which items have been call-off ordered is seen 

in Picture 3. If for some reason the system does not recognize the bar code or if the bin in 

question contains items from any other supplier than Supplier A, the Warehouse responsible 

writes the item code, item name and order quantity from the bin on a post-it note. He repeats 

this process with all six shelves in Factory 1 After going through all the shelves, the 

Warehouse responsible returns to his office where he creates new purchase orders and 

manually inserts all the items for suppliers other than Supplier A and for items not identified 

by the bar code scanner system for Supplier A’s items. It should be noted that the labels in 

the bins do not include the name of the supplier of the item, so for all bins that do not contain 
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a bar code, the Warehouse responsible has to check from the company’s ERP system, based 

on the item code, from which supplier the item has been called off in the past.  

 

 

 

Picture 3. A bin that needs to be replenished on the left, a bin for which items have been call-

off ordered on the right. 

 

This replenishment process is visualized in Figure 13. As the same technology for Supplier 

A products is used in all three factories, the purchasing process is the same for the most part. 

Minor differences between the factories do occur, but the process can still be generalized to 

cover all factories. On average, the process in its entirety takes the Warehouse responsible 

about an hour, sometimes more sometimes less depending on the number of empty bins. 

This is done once a week. When Supplier A sends an order confirmation, the Warehouse 

responsible logs the information in the company ERP-system, so the arrival of the items can 

be recorded for tracking and payment purposes. 
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Figure 13. Current replenishment process flowchart. 

 

Supplier A also provides a shelving service for the items they provide. The items are shipped 

on a pallet in advance to the case company and a representative of Supplier A comes a few 

days after to shelve the items. The person shelving is actually responsible for the sales and 

purchases of tools at Supplier A, but lives close to Factories 1 and 2 of the case company 

and has therefore been given this task.   

 

He starts at Factory 1 by picking up the pallet that has arrived a few days before with a pallet 

truck and heads to the first shelf. He checks from dispatch notes which items have been 
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ordered for the shelf he is currently at. When the Warehouse responsible scans barcodes 

from bins during his replenishment round and the order is sent to the IT system of Supplier 

A, a dispatch list for the ordered items is automatically created. One list is created for each 

order. Since a separate order is created for each shelf and additional ones if the scanner is 

not working properly, combined with doing the replenishment round multiple times a week, 

there are many dispatch lists to go through. He then fills the bins according to the quantities 

ordered and proceeds from shelf to shelf.  

 

Factory 2 is located right next to Factory 1. Due to the close proximity of the factories from 

each other and the fact that there is only one laptop used for Supplier A’s items, the 

Warehouse responsible of Factory 1 used to do all the replenishment orders for Factory 2 as 

well. This was changed to ease out the workload of the Warehouse responsible of Factory 1 

and so the Storage responsible of Factory 2 became the person in charge for two-bin item 

replenishments for Factory 2. During the handover, the Storage responsible of Factory 2 was 

trained by the Warehouse responsible of Factory 1 for the task, so therefore the purchase 

process is essentially the same for the two Factories. Supplier A also shelves their own 

products in Factory 2, although the workers of Factory 2 shelve items themselves as well, 

usually due to impatience.  

 

The person doing the purchasing at Factory 3 is the Shipping employee and the person 

shelving is the Incoming goods responsible. As their job titles might suggest, these are not 

their primary tasks in the factory, but are their responsibilities, nonetheless. Factory 3 uses 

the same bar code scanning technology for Supplier A items as Factory 1. Almost all of the 

items in Factory 3, in fact, are Supplier A items. Because the same system is used, the 

purchasing process is quite similar between the three factories.  

 

The process starts with the Shipping employee creating an empty purchase order in the 

company’s ERP system, like at Factory 1, and writes the purchase order number down since 

it is needed as an input for the scanning technology to work. She then checks both shelves 

in the factory and if any bins have been lifted on top of the shelf to a slot meant for empty 

ones. The bar codes in the empty bins are then scanned and the order is automatically sent 

to Supplier A. Here’s where a slight difference in process occurs. On top of scanning, the 

Shipping employee also manually writes down the item name, order quantity and sometimes 
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the sizes of the items in order to keep track of what has been ordered and how much. When 

Supplier A sends the order confirmation, the Shipping employee checks the confirmation 

versus her own notes and sees if it matches. She then adds the information to the purchase 

order in the ERP-system.  

 

5.3. Problems in the current replenishment process 

 

During the observation of the replenishment processes in each of the factories, pain points 

for each factory were identified and are talked about next. Most problems were found in 

Factory 1, due to having the most shelves and therefore the most bins and items. Similar 

pain points were found across the factories. 

 

A plethora of issues can be identified at Factory 1 talking to employees who are currently 

managing or who have in the past managed the two-bin replenishment process and 

investigating the bins and shelves themselves. There are similar issues faced during the 

purchasing process at each shelf. The issues can be classified to purchasing related issues 

and equipment (bins/shelves) related issues. They form a vicious circle where equipment 

related issues feed purchasing problems and vice versa.  

 

First of all, the biggest issue arising and what is painstakingly obvious is that most of the 

time, the scanner provided by Supplier A for their items does not recognize the bar code on 

the bins. This can be caused by either faulty bar codes on the bins or the lack of a good 

internet connection which the scanner needs to operate properly, since the system is browser-

based. While this is absolutely an equipment related fault, it is also a tremendous burden on 

the purchasing process itself, since because of it the Warehouse responsible has to resort to 

multiple post-it notes to keep track of what to order when he gets back to his office to create 

the purchase orders. So, essentially, double work is done for every bin, first scanning to find 

out if the bar code is recognized and then writing it manually down regardless. In the case 

of the scanner working as it should, there is also a possibility that the order size it suggests 

is either different from the one displayed on the bin, or too small in the opinion of the 

Warehouse responsible, which then has to be manually changed. With order sizes for items 

not being standardized, it is up to the employee’s discretion on how much to order each item. 

A way used by the Warehouse responsible to get an idea of a suitable order size is checking 
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historical data on how much has been ordered at once in the past. As a result, sometimes the 

number of items ordered is larger than the size of bin, in which case the empty bin is filled 

to the brim and the remaining items that do not fit in the bin are stored elsewhere.  

 

After checking all shelves and returning to the office, in the worst case, the Warehouse 

responsible has a thick stack of post-it notes to go through and create extra purchase orders 

for the items not recognized by the scanner and for items that come from other suppliers than 

Supplier A. Furthermore, adding more to the work to the purchasing process, is that Supplier 

A, from where most of the items come from, has not been integrated into the case company’s 

supplier portal and thus, purchase orders to them have to be sent via email. Creating the 

purchase orders manually also bears the risk of human error, especially because order sizes 

in the ERP-system are not up-to-date and which the Warehouse responsible would change 

in any case based on his judgement. The prices for the items are not up to date either, and 

are changed based on the order confirmation from the supplier, also creating extra work. 

Because of the nature of the two-bin items, the monetary value of the orders is relatively 

small in relation to the extra effort that has to be put on the purchasing process.  

 

The other category of issues in Factory 1 are mostly caused by legacy equipment. The bins 

and shelves used are old, some leftover from a previous provider of shelving services. Some 

boxes suppliers have used to deliver items have been turned into bins. One shelf even still 

has a map of the shelf indicating bin positions and a card used to track replenishments from 

eight years ago. Some of the bins don’t even contain proper labels, but handwritten 

description of the contents and item code (Picture 4). Even if a bin has a label, it might 

contain more items than indicated. All of this combined with a generally messy look of the 

shelves and bins gives an overall impression of a disorganized and unprofessional working 

environment.  
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Picture 4. Old bin label. 

 

There are also problems with the items themselves. Some of the items are physically too big 

and heavy to keep in a small bin, which makes handling the bin difficult. Furthermore, the 

same shelf might contain different sizes of the same item in different bins but have different 

names in the label. Some of the shelves contain materials that do not belong there, therefore 

taking space from the actual bins. Some of the two-bin items in the bins are even so old that 

they are either not used or not ordered anymore. As an example, one bin contained items that 

were last ordered 17 years ago. Furthermore, as order quantities haven’t been updated in a 

while and are not up to date regarding production requirements, extra work is needed to 

make sure enough is call-off ordered when replenishments are made. 

 

The case company has steadily increased their sales over the years. As a result, production 

has naturally increased, which in turn increases capacity needs at the factory. As a 

consequence, in some places there are raw materials or works in process lying around, 

sometimes even blocking access to the two-bin shelf. This of course makes it more difficult 

to both use and replenish the items.   

 

Employees working in production in the factory all have similar struggles when using their 

respective two-bin shelves. Too often, they simply run out of parts, meaning that either the 

bin quantities are too small or that the lead time is too long. In these cases, they have to rely 

on express deliveries in order to prevent a stoppage in production. The labels are unclear and 

do not contain enough information about the item in the bin. This leads to them checking the 

bin and its contents first and then taking an item, instead of seeing exactly what a bin contains 
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from the label, taking an item and continuing their work. On top of the labels being unclear, 

entire bins are sometimes in the wrong place. There is also a case where items used in an 

entirely different step of production are kept in the shelf of another step.  

 

As for shelving done by a representative of Supplier A, it is generally a straightforward 

process, mostly due to the experience of the person. There are no assigned places in the shelf 

for the bins, but the person knows the approximate location of the bin and can also compare 

items of a leftover bin to a replenishment one to see where it should be placed. It would be 

extremely difficult for a new and inexperienced person to find the correct places for the bins.  

 

The items themselves are delivered mostly in cardboard boxes, that for most items contain 

either exactly the order quantity or some multiple of it. There are cases however, when the 

order size indicated on the label of the bin is smaller than the quantity in the box it’s delivered 

in, meaning that orders are placed for a smaller quantity than the minimum order size, 

causing extra work for all sides when it has to be eventually corrected.  

 

Since Factory 2 only has two shelves, there is naturally less work to be done. Upon taking 

the responsibility of the replenishment process, the Storage responsible of Factory 2 found 

out that it would be easier not to use the scanning system and just manually write down what 

needs to be call-off ordered. This is due to fact that the number of items in the factory isn’t 

that high to begin with and the consumption of them is also low, so the need for 

replenishment orders is not that frequent.  

 

Factory 3 has three shelves, one of which is dedicated to only one type of item. Due to the 

nature of these items, they are delivered in bags and are kept in the bags also in the bin. 

Sometimes employees who use these items take the whole bag to their workstation to avoid 

going back and forth between the shelf and their workstation. This might cause an empty bin 

to be left on the shelf signalling a replenishment need even though there are items left. It is 

up to the Shipping employee’s discretion, who takes care of the shelf, whether to order a 

replenishment or not. She can usually tell from experience if a bin is actually empty or if an 

employee has items stashed at their workstation.  
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The second shelf in Factory 3 is similar to the ones in Factories 1 and 2, but the third one 

differentiates from all the other ones. This shelf uses a one-bin system contrary to other 

shelves in the case company. This has been found to not work particularly well, since call-

off orders for the items have to be placed before the bin is empty to avoid a stockout. The 

bins themselves are unnecessarily large considering the size of the items, so a two-bin system 

with smaller bins could easily be implemented here. 

 

In general, similar problems can be found in Factory 3 as the other factories. At a glance, the 

shelves look messy and unorganized, items are delivered in obscure boxes and the boxes are 

just put on the bins, the labels in the bins are old as well as outdated and there are items on 

the shelves that haven’t been used in a long time.  

 

However, also positive sides can be found from the system in Factory 3. Stockout are very 

rare, so production stoppages do not occur. This can be attributed to a steady consumption 

of items, enabling standardization of orders to a degree. Also, the scanning technology and 

the bar codes seem to work better at Factory 3 as compared to Factory 1. Although the 

advantage over Factory 1 is negated by the fact that the Shipping employee records the orders 

manually in any case.  
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6 KANBAN IMPLEMENTATION 

 

Based on the observation of the current state analysis, a kanban card-based replenishment 

system was seen as the best way to solve the key problems of relying on handwritten post-it 

notes, and problems related to scanning. The number one priority for the case company is to 

never run out of two-bin items, production cannot be depended on the availability of part 

that costs a cent. This highlights the importance of operational purchasing of these items in 

the case company. For a thorough improvement of the process, attention has to also be 

directed to the items themselves and the equipment, since they are tied into the purchase 

process. Therefore, the development of the process begins with identifying which items are 

and which are not suitable for a kanban system. This chapter documents the development of 

the process in the case company, starting from item and equipment related improvements, 

then explaining the actual process of call-off ordering before suggesting further development 

ides the case company could implement in the future. The development has been limited to 

Factory 1 of the case company, due to it containing the most shelves, bins and items, 

therefore the most difficulties and where the biggest impact can be made. The goal was not 

to fine-tune everything to a high degree, but to make the all-around process easier, simpler 

and more streamlined, while ensuring that at no point will the case company encounter a 

stockout.  

 

The implementation process takes inspiration from the framework of Gross and McInnis 

(2003, 8). The similarities between this project and the framework can be seen in Figure 14. 

The implementation naturally required quite a bit of cooperation with suppliers and 

especially with Supplier A, since their help was needed in order to make new bin labels and 

kanban cards for their items due to the barcodes. New bins were also jointly bought with 

Supplier A.  
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Figure 14. Side by side comparison of kanban implementation steps by Gross & McInnis 

(2003, 8) versus this project. 

 

6.1. Identifying two-bin kanban items  

 

Items to be considered as two-bin kanban items in the case company for this development 

project were decided as a result of exploratory data analysis. The data analysed was 

consolidated from all purchase order that had occurred during the time period of 01.11.2018-

31.10.19 in the case company and was extracted from their ERP system. Purchase orders 

were analysed due to information of actual consumption not being available. Before the 

analysis, suppliers who were deemed unfit as a supplier of two-bin items due to geographical 

location, historical delivery problems or otherwise not considered suitable were identified 

together with the Purchasing team. This helped in the analysis process as items from these 

suppliers could be cut straight away. Other requirements to qualify as a kanban item were 

price, quantity and times ordered within the time period, and the physical size of the item. 
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No strict limits were set, but rather some guidelines that helped in choosing suitable items. 

One of the goals of this analysis was also to separate the items based on whether the 

responsibility for their replenishment would fall under call-off ordering by the Warehouse 

responsible or for the Purchasing team. 

 

To properly map out the current situation, all the items in all the shelves in Factory 1 were 

written down as well as their current positions in the shelves. This exercise revealed that 

there are 219 different items split across the six shelves in Factory 1. Cross-checking the 

items with the data extracted from purchase orders during 01.11.2018-31.10.19 revealed that 

28% of the items had not been call-off ordered a single time during this time period. In 

addition to those items, indicated by #N/A, 50 % of all items were from Supplier A and all 

the other suppliers combined for 22% of items. This split is illustrated as a pie chart in Figure 

15.  These categories were subject to a more detailed analysis.  

 

 

 

Figure 15. Share of two-bin items bought within the inspected time period by supplier. 

 

 

Supplier A

50 %

#N/A

28 %

Rest

22 %
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6.1.1. Supplier A items  

 

As the replenishment process itself is essentially split in two different ones, for Supplier A 

items and other supplier items, it only makes sense to split the analysis of suitable kanban 

items as well. In total, based on the purchase order data, there are 149 items used in Factory 

1 supplied by Supplier A, of which 141 had historically been call-off ordered by the 

Warehouse responsible, items other than two-bin items are also included. Fifty of these items 

are currently not set up in the scanning system and therefore have to be manually ordered. 

Of these 50 items, six are chemicals that are rarely ordered and 27 are carbide inserts used 

in machining. The inserts are kept in a Matrix cabinet, which is an automated tool dispenser. 

The cabinet keeps track of items inside it and notifies the Warehouse responsible via email 

when stock is low, so he is aware that a call-off order must be placed. Thus, there would be 

no additional value in setting these items up in the scanning system. This leaves 17 items 

that should be added to the scanning system. Even if all of these 17 additional items would 

not in the end be considered as suitable two-bin items, it is still worthwhile to add them as a 

part of the scanning system, to have as unified of an approach as possible to the call-off 

ordering of Supplier A items.   

 

The best course of action for Supplier A items would be to include as many as possible as 

kanban items. Out of the 149 items in total, 102 were considered to be suitable kanban items 

even though some of them had only been call-off ordered few times a year in small volumes. 

The reasoning for this is the fact that since they are Supplier A items, the best way to call-

off ordering them is with the scanning system. It makes little sense to have the purchasing 

team monitor these items and make the orders manually when technology can be used to 

make the process more streamlined. This coupled with the fact that the items physically fit 

in bins and are used in manufacturing cells, even if rarely, is enough of a justification to have 

them as two-bin kanban items. Supplier A items not included as two-bin kanban items were 

the carbide inserts looked after by the automated Matrix cabinet, chemicals, and items 

purchased by the purchasing teams in special cases. As a result, 68% of items, so the 102 

previously mentioned, ordered from Supplier A were classified as kanban items. As Supplier 

A had already been profiled as mostly a two-bin item supplier, all the items identified as 

kanban items here could already be found as two-bin items in the shelves. 
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6.1.2. Other suppliers 

 

As per Figure 15 in chapter 6.1., 22% of current two-bin items that have been ordered within 

the inspected time frame, come from other suppliers than Supplier A. This 22% consists of 

14 different suppliers and 47 different items spread across all of the suppliers. Right away, 

it can be determined that two suppliers are not suitable for a two-bin kanban system due to 

their geographical location with one supplier located in Italy and the other in the Great 

Britain. Due to the suppliers located abroad, an extra layer of control is needed and therefore 

purchases from these suppliers are being handled by the purchasing team and not being call-

off ordered. However, these items are kept in bins due to their size and because they are 

needed close to production. They will stay as the responsibility of the purchasing team, as a 

kanban replenishment logic would not apply. Furthermore, items from six other suppliers 

are also not suitable for a kanban replenishment system, since although the suppliers are 

Finnish, either their lead times are unreliable, the value of the item exceeds the desired 

amount for a kanban item or another miscellaneous reason. This eliminates a total of 35 

items, leaving 12 items in the range of kanban items from other suppliers. Furthermore, an 

additional three items were identified from the purchase order data that would be suitable 

kanban items from other suppliers, totaling the number of items to 15.  

 

6.1.3. #N/A items  

 

Items that hadn’t been call-off ordered during the inspected time period made up 28% of all 

items. Reason for them not being ordered could be that their consumption is so low that a 

certain quantity lasts for well over a year or a huge quantity had been ordered just before the 

inspected time frame. As these items were more closely inspected, it was found out that some 

of them were not even in use anymore but were still stored in shelves. These items were 

disposed of. The remaining items consisted of 34 Supplier A items and 13 items from other 

suppliers. Of the 34 Supplier A items, 20 could be considered special purchases and 14 ones 

that would be considered kanban items without a second though if only they were call-off 

ordered more frequently. It was decided to include these items as kanban items despite this 

fact, since even though they are rarely call-off ordered not making them ideal kanban items 

by definition, the fact that Supplier A has provided the scanning technology to the case 

company for their items and to strive for a unified approach tipped the scales in favor of 
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including these items as kanban items. As for other suppliers’ items, two were decided to be 

a kanban items just for the fact that a same item of different size from the same supplier was 

considered a kanban item as well.  

 

6.2. Order quantities and bin sizes 

 

For simplicity’s sake, the bins were decided to contain the same quantity of items, as also 

argued for by Kanet and Wells (2018, 143). Due to the nature of the items, the Economic 

Order Quantity model was seen as too complex to calculate order quantities, because 

especially holding costs are extremely difficult to accurately determine. Instead, a simpler 

calculation was used. Since the bins contain the same quantity of items and an empty bin 

functions as the reorder point to signal a need for replenishment, the bins must therefore 

contain the number of items determined by the reorder point formula, where the ROP equals 

expected lead time demand + safety stock (Stevenson 2009, 571, 573). Thus, the bin size 

also equals the order quantity. Here again, a split has to be made between Supplier A items 

and the rest. Regarding Supplier A, they are contractually obligated to deliver a maximum 

order quantity three working days after an order has been placed and have the next maximum 

order quantity ready for delivery in 10 working days. Taking this into consideration, as well 

as the wish of the case company to play it safe and make absolutely sure that no stockouts 

occur in case of a spike in demand, the expected lead time demand was set as two week’s 

demand based on annual consumption. For the case company, it would not be safe to assume 

that demand follows a normal distribution, which is a requirement for the ROP calculation. 

Therefore, following the aforementioned wish of playing it safe, a flat 50% of safety stock 

was added. It should be mentioned that the case company does not mind the extra capital 

tied resulting from a hefty safety stock, as long as it ensures that stockouts do not occur. The 

results of the calculations were not set in stone, as individual adjustments were made for 

some items. For example, in some cases the calculated order quantity was larger that would 

physically fit in a bin, in which case the order quantity was lowered to a maximum the bin 

could hold and the number of bins increased or the box size in which the items come in was 

larger than the calculated order quantity in which case the order quantity was increased to 

box size. For other suppliers than Supplier A, safety stock was also set as 50%, but lead time 

demand determined on a case by case basis. For items on the responsibility of the Purchasing 
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team, a min-max method was used. Minimum inventory level was set as 10 weeks’ quantity 

of items, reorder point as 13 weeks’ and maximum level as 16 weeks’.  

 

6.3. ERP system update 

 

Since purchase orders in any case go through the case company’s ERP system, it was updated 

to have the most up-to-date information on the items covered in this development project. 

As the standard order quantities changed for most items, it was crucial for the ERP system 

to contain this information so in the case of manually doing purchase orders, time would be 

saved as the order quantity would automatically be the desired one. Without going too much 

into detail, the case company’s ERP system has three options for a replenishment method 

for an item which are manual, automatic fulfillment and a needs list. Kanban items identified 

were assigned the manual category meaning that the ERP system recognizes that the items 

are manually purchased and does not alert the purchasing team when they run an inventory 

level report in the system, which happens when an item is in the needs list or automatic 

fulfilment category. Vice versa, some items that were previously in the manual category, 

were assigned to the automatic fulfilment category, if they were decided to be transferred as 

the responsibility of the purchasing team. A totally new ABC-class was also assigned to the 

two-bin items. Since the ERP system is flexible in this regard and accept any three-letter 

class, the items were given a “bin” class so it can be easily distinguished that they are kept 

in bins.  

 

6.4. Visual upgrades 

 

One of the key concepts of kanban is visuality and as its importance is  recognized by 

multiple scholars (Ohno 1988, 123; Womack & Jones 1996, 56; Kattman et al. 2012, 412; 

Torkkola 2015, 49; Fichera 2016, ii), a lot of effort was put forth to make the system visually 

pleasing. During the observation of the current replenishment process it became abundantly 

clear that the bins would require new labels. The current ones either didn’t contain enough 

information, contained false information or contained contradictory information. One 

example of an old bin label was given in chapter 5.3., Picture 4 and another is provided 

below in Picture 5 of a Supplier A item containing a barcode. As can be seen, the label has 

the name of the item, but very small and is not easily distinguishable when glancing at the 
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label. Furthermore, there are two different numbers indicating the quantity of the item 

contained in the bin, which brings additional challenge when call-off ordering the item. 

Finally, there are two series of numbers, one above and one below the bar code. One of these 

numbers is the item code and the other is the barcode identifier. For the uneducated there is 

no way of knowing which is which, other than guessing.  

 

 

 

Picture 5. Old bin label with a barcode.    

 

The labels were redesigned to include all the necessary information in a visually pleasing 

way. The new label (Picture 6) now contains everything needed for both a smooth 

replenishment process as well as simplifying the use of the items for production workers. To 

acknowledge the efforts of Supplier A in this project as well as to recognize the cooperation 

between the case company and Supplier A, their logo was included in the new bin labels as 

well as the kanban cards for their items. In the new label, the name, item code, order quantity, 

shelf, shelf place and responsibility are now clearly stated in the label, as well as the company 

logos and barcode. The name of the item was bolded to make it pop it out of the label for the 

production workers to easily identify what the bin contains. In the case of other suppliers 

than Supplier A, labels only included the logo of the case company and had the added 

information of which supplier the item is call-off ordered from. For some items, even though 

kept in the same shelf with kanban items due to the needs of production workers, the 

responsibility for item replenishment falls under the purchasing team, which is why the 

responsibility is also indicated in the labels and cards. 
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Picture 6. New bin label. 

 

A Microsoft Word template was created for the labels and kanban cards that automatically 

draws item information from a Microsoft Excel sheet, should the need arise for the case 

company to print additional labels for existing items or make labels for new items. The label 

can be printed on normal paper as it is inserted on the front of the bin behind a plastic cover.  

 

Matching kanban cards (Picture 7) containing the same information as the bin label were 

also made, only bigger and laminated making them durable since they are kept inside the bin 

under the items. These cards make sure that the correct item is ordered in the correct quantity 

and placed in the correct spot when replenishing the shelves.  

 

 

 

Picture 7. Kanban card introduced to the system. 
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As briefly mentioned in the introduction to chapter 6, new bins for the case company were 

purchased together with Supplier A. Comparison between the old and the new bin can be 

seen in Picture 8. The new bin is approximately the same width but double the height of the 

new bin. This saves space in the shelves as one bin can hold approximately twice as many 

items. Whereas before the same item would be stored in multiple bins taking multiple spaces 

in the shelf, even with possibly increased order quantities, the new bin could fit everything 

only taking up one space.  

 

 

 

Picture 8. New bin and label (Case company and Supplier A logos removed) vs Old bin. 

 

As they were, the shelves also lacked proper indications of places for the bins. This was 

fixed by creating shelf labels indicating a position in the shelf and attaching them to the 

edges of the shelves. The logic was as follows. Shelves were given letters A, B or C 

depending on how many were next to each other. Each level of a shelf was given a number 

from number one onwards starting from the bottom of the shelf. Furthermore, each level of 

a shelf could fit five bins next to each other, these places were indicated with numbers from 

one to five. Thus, for example the item in the bin label of Picture 6, B5-2, can be found from 

the Shipping area in shelf B, the second shelf from the left, level 5 from the ground up and 

in the second position from the left. This logic as well as the position B5-2 is visually 

presented in Figure 16.  
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Figure 16. Example of shelf positions with position B5-2 highlighted 

 

The logic used to assign places for the bins was based mainly on the items themselves and 

then the frequency of use. The products the case company manufactures come in different 

sizes so naturally, different sized items are used. This was priority number one, to have the 

items used in products of the same size together and then to position the most frequently 

used items so that they could be reached the easiest. A shelf map was made for each shelf 

and placed on the side of the shelf (for an example, see Appendix 2). 

 

6.5. Training of employees  

 

After designing the visual upgrades, concrete changes were made to the shelves. Items were 

changed from the old bins to the new bins, new labels and kanban cards were made and put 

on the new bins and shelf position labels were put on the shelves. Both the production 

workers and the Warehouse responsible were given training with regards to a new way of 

working. The new replenishment process based on kanban cards, detailed in the next chapter, 

was personally trained to the Warehouse responsible. Production workers were told of their 

additional responsibility (of placing the kanban card to the designated bin) in their weekly 

production meeting with the Plant manager and Production supervisor of Factory 1. User 

instructions (see Appendix 3) were also attached to each shelf as well as placed on the 

factory’s general notice board. It was critical to make sure every production worker 

understood the idea of the new process, since failing to put the card in the “TO BE 

ORDERED” -bin would mean that an order will not be placed on that item, which would 

consequently affect production.  
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6.6. New replenishment process  

 

With the addition of the kanban cards, the operational call-off ordering process can be 

streamlined, human mistakes reduced, and time saved. The new process was designed to 

take full advantage of the kanban cards and the flexibility they provide. It begins with the 

Warehouse responsible gathering the kanban cards from the shelves. In accordance with the 

new process, when a bin empties, production workers were instructed to place the kanban 

card found at the bottom of the bin to a special bin labelled “TO BE ORDERED” on top of 

the shelf, as well as placing the empty bin itself on top. The Warehouse responsible picks 

these cards up and takes them back to his office where he separates the cards based on 

supplier. He then creates purchase orders in the company ERP system. For Supplier A cards, 

he scans them, and the order can be sent right away through the system. He will then add the 

information to the purchase order in the case company’s own ERP system so the goods can 

be marked as received when they arrive. For items ordered from other suppliers, he will look 

at the information on the cards and write purchase orders based on that. After going through 

all cards and sending all purchase orders, he will put the cards in a bin labelled “ORDERED” 

next to his workstation, concluding the process. The new process is presented as a flowchart 

in Figure 17.  

 

The bin that contains the ordered cards is divided in two with a divider to separate Supplier 

A cards from the cards of other suppliers. This was done because of the shelving service 

Supplier A provides for their items. The person shelving the items takes the cards from the 

bin, the office is located right next to where the items to be shelved are delivered to, and puts 

each card back on the bottom of the correct bin before refilling them. The updated bin labels 

and shelf markings also make his job easier as the correct places for the bins are now easily 

found.  

 

To further standardize the process, it was agreed with the Warehouse responsible that 

Monday would be day during which the replenishment process will be done. The day was 

chosen because Supplier A gathers and ships the call-off ordered items on Tuesday, arriving 

to the case company on Wednesday and comes to refill the bins on Thursday.  
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Figure 17. New operational purchase process. 
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6.7. Employee reaction 

 

The new replenishment process was found to be substantially lighter by the Warehouse 

responsible compared to how it was previously done. The biggest contributor to this was the 

elimination of the need to carry the laptop around, which was considered annoying, 

impractical and slow. Gathering the cards is faster and call-off ordering from the comfort of 

his office also increased the pleasantness of the task. The office environment also enabled 

the scanner to be attached to the Warehouse responsible’s own computer and as Supplier 

A’s system is browser-based, the orders can now be done on a bigger screen than on the 

small laptop, also preferred by the Warehouse responsible. The information on the cards 

themselves was also considered useful, since they clearly indicate whether the responsible 

party for an item is the Warehouse responsible or if it’s the Purchasing team.  

 

Production employees also found the visual upgrades helpful in their daily work, since it is 

now easier and faster to find and identify the items needed. On top of that, new employees 

have an easier time starting in their job, because learning the new bin system takes little to 

no effort. During the designing process, some workers wanted to be more involved regarding 

the shelves they use, so their inputs were taken into consideration. In practice, this meant 

small changes in the labels in one shelf and small changes in shelf position labels in two.  

 

6.8. Further development suggestions  

 

Implementing these changes helped the case company adopt a smoother, faster and more 

reliable overall process, but a few extra steps should be considered for the future. These 

suggestions are extensions to the phases of this project aiming to further optimize the usage 

and replenishment of two-bin kanban items.  

 

6.8.1. Supplier base reduction 

 

In the future, the case company should strive towards reducing their supplier base regarding 

kanban items. Consolidating all, or most, items to Supplier A would yield many benefits. 

Even though items normally bought elsewhere would be a bit more expensive bought from 

Supplier A, total costs would roughly stay the same when transportation costs are entered 
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into the equation.  Furthermore, the price of two-bin kanban items is not that high to begin 

with, so with the elimination of transportation costs when buying from other suppliers, even 

savings could be possible to achieve. This would also deepen the partnership between the 

case company and Supplier A and mutually benefit both companies. A case can be made 

about the risks of single sourcing, but due to the nature of the items this point of view can 

be mostly disregarded. 

 

6.8.2. ERP system integration  

 

Building on the previous suggestion of consolidating all purchases to Supplier A, a thorough 

integration between the case company’s and Supplier A’s ERP integration would be the 

logical next step. In practice it would mean that scanning and sending purchase orders 

through Supplier A’s system would automatically transfer the information to the case 

company’s ERP system as well. This would further streamline the process and save time as 

the Warehouse responsible would not have to input the same information sent to Supplier A 

via their system to the case company’s ERP system in order to mark goods received. 

Integrating the ERP systems would also enable Supplier A to see to which shelf the item 

belongs to right away. When call-off ordering via the scanning system, the correct shelf still 

has to be manually selected. ERP system integration would eliminate this step altogether.  

During this project, but separately from it, this integration was initiated by the Purchasing 

team. 

 

6.8.3. Reducing bin quantities 

 

In this project it was the case company’s request to have a generous safety stock in bins. 

This was due to an occasionally fluctuating demand, which is a characteristic of the industry 

the case company operates in. A large initial safety stock does however open the door for 

optimization in the future, should the demand stabilize. Even though the value of the items 

seems insignificant at first glance, it does add up in the long run and therefore reducing the 

quantity of items in bins would free up tied capital for the case company to invest elsewhere. 

An optimization of this type would mean that an eye has to kept out for demand spikes and 

prepare for them accordingly.  
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6.8.4. Color coding 

 

When brainstorming in the visual upgrades phase of the project, the thought of color coding 

was contemplated to a high degree. Either color coding the bins, the kanban cards or the 

shelves themselves was thought about.  

 

Color coding is essentially categorizing, meaning that the items would have had to have been 

sorted one way or another, for example based on suppliers. This would have required an 

additional layer of planning regarding the purchasing of a certain number of bins of a 

particular color, their position in the shelves and the criteria for categorization. Chances are 

that the color coding would’ve been slightly different for each shelf based on input from the 

production workers, requiring additional efforts in the implementation. This compared to the 

benefits the color coding would bring tipped the scales in favor of forgoing color-coded bins 

for now. On a related note, color coding the shelves themselves was also thrown around as 

an idea but was dropped for the same reasons as the bins. 

 

The idea of color coding the kanban cards was floated as well. Initially it was considered to 

have the entire card on a specific color, depending on the criteria chosen. Carrying this idea 

through would’ve meant to either color the card before printing or printing on colored paper. 

Coloring the entire card and printing would’ve resulted in an outrageous amount of ink used 

and printing on colored paper again being extra work compared to the benefits it would’ve 

brought. Furthermore, the logos of both the case company and Supplier A would’ve looked 

awkward with any other background than white. 

 

The entire idea of color coding was ultimately dropped for now due to a combination of the 

aforementioned things. However, in the future, color coding to some extent should be 

implemented in the system, which would enhance visuality and consequently increase the 

benefits visual elements bring to a workplace. One idea pitched by the Warehouse 

responsible and a good starting place would be to color code the shelf information in the 

kanban cards, which would help in distinguishing which card belongs to which shelf faster. 
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7 DISCUSSION 

 

This project set out to implement a kanban replenishment system for the case company’s 

two-bin items, stemming from the need to optimize the purchasing, usage and replenishment 

of these items. Kanban was chosen because it would be able to solve most of the problems 

observed in the current process. Based on observations of the current state, it became clear 

that a thorough revamp of the entire system was needed. In that sense, the project went way 

beyond just purchasing, but all the other improvements made did contribute to the element 

of purchasing.  

 

The theoretical framework covered the concepts of purchasing, inventory management and 

kanban. Even though the research questions were weighted just on the concept of kanban, 

the theoretical base for purchasing and inventory management was necessary to establish as 

well to properly understand the case company’s current state in a general level as well as 

specifically from a two-bin kanban item point of view.  

 

The case company’s organizational structure of purchasing is a hybrid one, which combines 

elements from a centralized and decentralized structure (van Weele 2018, 280). The case 

company has a centralized purchasing team responsible for both strategic purchasing 

activities and daily operational purchases. In addition, there are factory workers doing 

operational call-off ordering based on the production needs. With operational purchasing 

being reactive in nature and primarily focused on the logistics-administrative activity, it can 

also be assigned as a task for the lower echelons of a company. (Ritvanen et al. 2011, 31; 

van Weele 2018, 24, 30). As such, call-off ordering in the case company can be regarded as 

a support activity like in Porter’s (1985, 41) value chain model, whereas the strategic 

importance of the purchasing function is more evident in the work of the purchasing team. 

 

Regarding inventory management, basics of item classification, costs and control systems 

were covered in the theory. Two bin items are classified as C-items according to the ABC 

classification of items, being low in value but high in volume (Waters 1995, 247; Khan & 

Yu 2019, 115). For the case company, the highest cost associated for these items are shortage 

costs. Encountering a stockout of these items could turn out very bad, as they might cause a 

negative chain reaction in production, as warned by Axsäter (2015, 39). Small in size and 
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frequently used, a two-bin system is an optimal control system for these high volume, low 

cost components used in manufacturing (Kanet & Wells 2019, 142-143). The two-bin system 

uses a reorder point policy, where order quantity is fixed and equals the contents of a bin 

and an empty bin represents the reorder point (Lödding 2013, 181, 196)  

 

Whereas the theoretical chapters of purchasing and inventory were more geared towards the 

analyzing the current state of the case company, kanban theory focused more on establishing 

a baseline for the empirical part of the research. Kanban as a word was established as 

conflicting, since it used to describe different intents and purposes (Torkkola 2015, 62). For 

the context of this research, kanban was regarded as a card, or a tag used to trigger the 

withdrawal of materials or production of goods. (Gross & McInnis 2003, 1; Rusli et al.  

2015). This is where the idea of using kanban cards in the replenishment process stemmed 

from. Also, the high association with visuality influenced and inspired the visual upgrades 

made during the empirical part of the research. Especially the paper by Kattman et al. (2012, 

412) of the ways in which visuality benefits manufacturing environments incentivised the 

incorporation of these elements. The actual framework for the implementation was adapted 

from the work of Gross and McInnis (2003, 8), who provided a logical step by step approach 

for a project of this type.  

 

7.1. Answers to research questions 

 

The main research question established for this research sought an answer to how the 

implementation of a kanban replenishment method affects the operational purchasing 

process of two-bin items. In order to provide a proper answer to this question, three sub-

questions to support the main question were established.  

 

The first sub-question sought to find an answer to what a kanban replenishment method is. 

A kanban replenishment method in conjunction with a two-bin system was discussed in 

chapter 4.2. This sub-question was the only question where a purely theoretical answer could 

be given. It was necessary to establish a baseline of what the method actually is, in order to 

understand what to strive towards in the empirical section. The two-bin system in itself is a 

form of a visual inventory control method ideal for small, low value items that have little 

effect on total inventory dollars or floor space (Gross & McInnis 2003, 189; Kanet & Wells 
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2019, 142). Items are used from the first bin and when empty, a replenishment need is 

triggered. Items from the second bin are used while the first bin is being replenished and the 

process repeats. (Stevenson 2009, 554) Using kanban in conjunction with a bin 

replenishment system, items are stored equally in bins and each of them has a kanban card 

attached. When items are used, they are taken from a single bin and once used up, the kanban 

card is pulled, and an order placed for replenishment. (Patil & Kumar 2018, 51). 

 

The second sub-question was about how to implement a kanban replenishment method. A 

theoretical base for implementing a kanban replenishment method was provided by Gross 

and McInnis (2003, 8). This was used as a guideline in the empirical implementation process 

and adapted accordingly when deemed necessary. A comparison between the two can be 

seen in Figure 14 in the introduction to chapter 6. This project was broken down to eight 

steps of identifying items, calculating order quantities, updating the case company ERP 

system, designing visual upgrades, training employees, establishing a new replenishment 

process recording employee reactions and suggesting further development targets.  The 

biggest emphasis was put on the first four steps, since planning properly and thoroughly 

would ensure a smooth transition. Naturally, everything does not always go according to 

plan and some adjustment had to be made via trial and error. These included design choices 

for the bin labels and kanban cards, order quantities calculated too high to fit in a bin and 

technical difficulties while updating the ERP system. The biggest singular time sink was the 

switch from old bins to new bins as the items in the bins had to be changed from old bins to 

new ones as well as placing the correct labels and cards to the correct bins. This is something 

to take into consideration in future implementations, since the switch has to be done when 

the factory is not in operation due to space and time requirements.  

 

Finally, the third sub-question compares changes in the operational purchasing processes 

before and after implementing the kanban method. Changes in operational purchasing 

process can best be observed when comparing the before and after flowcharts, Figure 13 in 

chapter 5.2. versus Figure 17 in chapter 6.6, where a clear difference can be seen. Whereas 

previously, the scanning at the shelves sidetracked at every bin, with the introduction of 

kanban cards these obstacles can be eliminated. It should be mentioned that the new process 

assumes that the scanning works every time without fail, which is a reasonable assumption 

since the two major problems of bad quality barcodes and an unreliable internet connection 
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are fixed by the kanban cards and scanning in the office. Even though vertically the levels 

have increased by one, the number of steps has decreased. Strictly visually judging, the 

process now looks more streamlined, simpler and easier. Furthermore, the new process can 

be interpreted as being split between identifying which items have to be call-off ordered and 

then doing the call-off ordering, whereas previously these two tasks were intertwined and 

done simultaneously.  

 

Now, having answered the sub-questions and provided context, the main research question 

of how the implementation of a kanban replenishment method affects performance in the 

case company can be tackled. Performance after implementing the kanban replenishment 

method can be viewed from two perspectives, the operational purchasing side and the 

production side. These two sides complement each other since optimizing the operational 

purchasing part also included lots of inventory management related things and efficient 

inventory management enables a smooth purchasing process. There is also a slight overlap 

between the sub-question about changes in the operational purchasing process and the main 

research questions as process changes are included under the umbrella of performance. 

Having this separation was deemed necessary however, because of how big of a part the 

purchasing changes represent in the whole project. So, it should be kept in mind that the 

positive changes in operational purchasing covered in the sub-question also apply here, even 

though performance is covered on a wider scale.  

 

Compared to the previous state of affairs, the new replenishment method eliminates 

unproductive work from the equation. By collecting cards and doing the scanning and 

ordering in his office, the Warehouse responsible is able to perform the entire process faster 

with less effort. In this way, he does not have to carry the laptop around the entire factory. 

Even though it is relatively small in size, it was still considered a burden. It is also the 

personal preference of the Warehouse responsible to do all call-off ordering related work in 

the office. Furthermore, when scanning in the office, he can immediately fill the purchase 

orders in the case company ERP system and does not have to wait for the confirmation from 

Supplier A. As for other suppliers, the need to use post-it notes is completely eliminated, 

since item codes and order quantities can be directly inserted from the kanban card to 

purchase orders. This lessen the possibility of human error. With the order quantities being 

standardized now, the Warehouse responsible does not need to think about how much to 
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order anymore, which streamlines the process in more. Overall, the process has become more 

reliable.  

 

New order quantities also eliminated the need for combining nearly empty bins to full ones 

during production or replenishment and predict demand, which was done before. Combining 

the bins distorts the actual need for replenishments and conceals problems in order quantities 

and delivery times. If in the past the bins had always been combined when the first bin was 

seemingly low on items, but suddenly this is forgotten, parts from the front bin would run 

out and the other bin would not have enough items to satisfy lead time demand, since this 

problem was concealed before. In the new process, if the production workers notice that a 

bin might run out of items prematurely, they are obligated to tell either the Warehouse 

responsible who will relay the message to the Purchasing team so order quantities will be 

increased. 

 

Purely from the production side of things, performance is definitely boosted with the 

introduction of new bin labels and shelf position labels. For an experienced worker the 

change might not be that drastic, but for a new employee the benefits are accentuated. Items 

are found faster, there is sufficient information on the bin labels and the shelves are visually 

pleasing.  

 

Drawbacks to the implemented method also exist and should be mentioned for the sake of 

fairness. The biggest downside is the absolute reliance on the kanban card. Losing or 

misplacing the card in the worst-case scenario leads to a stoppage in production, as warned 

by Stevenson (2009, 554). This is a crucial element in the new system, the responsibility of 

the production workers to place the kanban card in the bin to signal for replenishment. Not 

training new employees to place the card in the bin or simply forgetting to do it leads to 

trouble. 

 

Furthermore, as a characteristic of the system, the bin size calculations are based on past 

demand. Therefore, in case of a surge in demand for a specific product requiring specific 

items, the two-bin system might turn out to be unreliable. Preparation is key, if there are 

signs that these types of situations might occur.  
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Finally, in terms of the validity, it should be kept in mind that the results are mostly based 

on subjective feedback from the employees of the case company as well as observations 

post-implementation. Tangible performance measurements are difficult to conduct, since 

from the production side of things improvements are mostly seen in individual workers and 

in the replenishment side, time and effort put in the process is highly dependent on the 

number of empty bins.   

 

7.2. Limitations and suggestions for future research 

 

Due to the research being a case study, the results are case company specific and applicable 

only to the case company as such. Other companies in other industries operating in different 

environments are inherently different, so the results as such cannot be generalized. For the 

case company, only immediate results occurring from the changes were observed and 

although positive, it is difficult to predict long-term effects.  

 

Further research suggestions can be split in two, case company specific ones and academic 

ones. Chapter 6.8 already presented case company specific recommendations to be supplier 

base reduction, ERP system integration, reducing bin quantities and color coding. With these 

developments, the case company could improve the system even more. 

 

From an academic point of view, this research contributed to literature regarding two-bin 

kanban implementation in an industrial environment. The empirical portion confirmed the 

notion by Gross and McInnis (2003, 8) that only figuring out the size of the kanban is not 

enough. A multi-step approach is needed to thoroughly cover all bases related to the 

implementation of such system. Therefore, future academic research has a good starting 

point for implementations on other industries. Research and innovation are also needed to 

solve the potential problem of losing or misplacing the kanban card and how to make sure it 

always finds its way to the correct place to signal for replenishment. Perhaps the solution 

lies in technology, something that eliminates the possibility of human error in the process. 
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

 

The results of implementing a kanban replenishment system in the case company were in 

line with previous research. Benefits were evident and satisfaction increased for all parties 

involved in the purchasing, usage and replenishment cycle of the two-bin items. The entire 

process became more streamlined, efficient and reliable.  

 

Identifying suitable items and calculating appropriate order quantities for them brought 

security to production by removing the need to worry about the availability of items. 

Everything in the case company is centered around their ERP system, so bringing it up to 

speed regarding these items was vital. This was especially the case in situations where the 

responsibility for an item was shifted to the Purchasing team. The change had to be reflected 

in the ERP system, so the purchasing team is alerted when the inventory level of the item 

drops below the reorder point. Visual upgrades to bins and shelves not only made them look 

better, but also increased functionality. The introduction of kanban cards to the call-off 

ordering process lessened the probability of human errors occurring, which was a major 

concern in the previous process. Each simple step in itself is nothing significant, but together 

they have a huge compound effect in the big picture. 

 

Despite the excellent outcome, some areas should’ve gotten more attention. The case 

company doesn’t have designated storage places for any items, so for items the Purchasing 

team is responsible for, ordered in bulk, no specific spot exists where extra items that don’t 

fit in a bin are placed. Therefore, extra items might be misplaced, leading to a situation where 

the case company ERP system shows that there are plenty of items, but none that can be 

found. Also, the process of internally replenishing these items was not covered either.  

 

All in all, the implementation was a success. Even though carried out only on Factory 1 of 

the case company, following the same steps, the same system can be implemented for the 

other two factories as well. Making further implementations easier are the templates for bin 

labels, kanban cards and shelf markings created during this project. Kanban would 

absolutely fix problems in the other two factories as well, since they suffer from similar ones 

as Factory 1. Lessons learnt from this case study along with a bit of polishing adds up to a 

straightforward, simple-to-follow process that can be put to good use.  
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APPENDICES 

 

Appendix 1: z-table 

 

 

z 0 0,01 0,02 0,03 0,04 0,05 0,06 0,07 0,08 0,09 

0 0,5000 0,5040 0,5080 0,5120 0,5160 0,5199 0,5239 0,5279 0,5319 0,5359 

0,1 0,5398 0,5438 0,5478 0,5517 0,5557 0,5596 0,5636 0,5675 0,5714 0,5753 

0,2 0,5793 0,5832 0,5871 0,5910 0,5948 0,5987 0,6026 0,6064 0,6103 0,6141 

0,3 0,6179 0,6217 0,6255 0,6293 0,6331 0,6368 0,6406 0,6443 0,6480 0,6517 

0,4 0,6554 0,6591 0,6628 0,6664 0,6700 0,6736 0,6772 0,6808 0,6844 0,6879 

0,5 0,6915 0,6950 0,6985 0,7019 0,7054 0,7088 0,7123 0,7157 0,7190 0,7224 

0,6 0,7257 0,7291 0,7324 0,7357 0,7389 0,7422 0,7454 0,7486 0,7517 0,7549 

0,7 0,7580 0,7611 0,7642 0,7673 0,7704 0,7734 0,7764 0,7794 0,7823 0,7852 

0,8 0,7881 0,7910 0,7939 0,7967 0,7995 0,8023 0,8051 0,8078 0,8106 0,8133 

0,9 0,8159 0,8186 0,8212 0,8238 0,8264 0,8289 0,8315 0,8340 0,8365 0,8389 

1 0,8413 0,8438 0,8461 0,8485 0,8508 0,8531 0,8554 0,8577 0,8599 0,8621 

1,1 0,8643 0,8665 0,8686 0,8708 0,8729 0,8749 0,8770 0,8790 0,8810 0,8830 

1,2 0,8849 0,8869 0,8888 0,8907 0,8925 0,8944 0,8962 0,8980 0,8997 0,9015 

1,3 0,9032 0,9049 0,9066 0,9082 0,9099 0,9115 0,9131 0,9147 0,9162 0,9177 

1,4 0,9192 0,9207 0,9222 0,9236 0,9251 0,9265 0,9279 0,9292 0,9306 0,9319 

1,5 0,9332 0,9345 0,9357 0,9370 0,9382 0,9394 0,9406 0,9418 0,9429 0,9441 

1,6 0,9452 0,9463 0,9474 0,9484 0,9495 0,9505 0,9515 0,9525 0,9535 0,9545 

1,7 0,9554 0,9564 0,9573 0,9582 0,9591 0,9599 0,9608 0,9616 0,9625 0,9633 

1,8 0,9641 0,9649 0,9656 0,9664 0,9671 0,9678 0,9686 0,9693 0,9699 0,9706 

1,9 0,9713 0,9719 0,9726 0,9732 0,9738 0,9744 0,9750 0,9756 0,9761 0,9767 

2 0,9772 0,9778 0,9783 0,9788 0,9793 0,9798 0,9803 0,9808 0,9812 0,9817 

2,1 0,9821 0,9826 0,9830 0,9834 0,9838 0,9842 0,9846 0,9850 0,9854 0,9857 

2,2 0,9861 0,9864 0,9868 0,9871 0,9875 0,9878 0,9881 0,9884 0,9887 0,9890 

2,3 0,9893 0,9896 0,9898 0,9901 0,9904 0,9906 0,9909 0,9911 0,9913 0,9916 

2,4 0,9918 0,9920 0,9922 0,9925 0,9927 0,9929 0,9931 0,9932 0,9934 0,9936 

2,5 0,9938 0,9940 0,9941 0,9943 0,9945 0,9946 0,9948 0,9949 0,9951 0,9952 

2,6 0,9953 0,9955 0,9956 0,9957 0,9959 0,9960 0,9961 0,9962 0,9963 0,9964 

2,7 0,9965 0,9966 0,9967 0,9968 0,9969 0,9970 0,9971 0,9972 0,9973 0,9974 

2,8 0,9974 0,9975 0,9976 0,9977 0,9977 0,9978 0,9979 0,9979 0,9980 0,9981 

2,9 0,9981 0,9982 0,9982 0,9983 0,9984 0,9984 0,9985 0,9985 0,9986 0,9986 

3 0,9987 0,9987 0,9987 0,9988 0,9988 0,9989 0,9989 0,9989 0,9990 0,9990 

3,1 0,9990 0,9991 0,9991 0,9991 0,9992 0,9992 0,9992 0,9992 0,9993 0,9993 

3,2 0,9993 0,9993 0,9994 0,9994 0,9994 0,9994 0,9994 0,9995 0,9995 0,9995 

3,3 0,9995 0,9995 0,9995 0,9996 0,9996 0,9996 0,9996 0,9996 0,9996 0,9997 

3,4 0,9997 0,9997 0,9997 0,9997 0,9997 0,9997 0,9997 0,9997 0,9997 0,9998 

  



 

Appendix 2: Shelf map  

 

 

 
  



 

Appendix 3: User instructions for kanban items 

 

 

USER INSTRUCTIONS FOR KANBAN ITEMS 

 

• Always use items from the front bin 

 

• When a bin is empty 

1. Take the card from the bottom of the bin and place it in the bin on top of the 

shelf marked “TO BE ORDERED” 

2. Lift the empty bin on top of the shelf 

3. Pull a full bin from the back to the front 

 

• If items run out / are in danger of running out prematurely, immediately contact 

Warehouse responsible / Purchasing team and order quantities will be increased 

 

• In case of problems or questions, contact Warehouse responsible / Purchasing team 

 

 


